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The Little Ice Age (LIA) was a late Holocene interval of climate cooling
registered in the North Atlantic region by expansion of alpine glaciers and sea ice (Grove,
1988). Here the LIA includes an early phase from about AD 1280 to AD 1390, along
with a main phase from about AD 1556 to AD 1860, followed by warming and ice retreat
(Holzhauser and Zumbiihl, 1999a). It has recently been demonstrated from records of
North Atlantic ice-rafted debris that the LIA is the latest cooling episode in a pervasive
1500-year cycle of the climate system that may lie at the heart of abrupt climate change
(Bond et al., 1999). This raises the question of whether the LIA climate signal is globally
synchronous (implying atmospheric transfer of the climate signal) or out of phase
between the polar hemispheres (implying ocean transfer of the climate signal by a bipolar
seesaw of thennohaline circulation) (Broecker, 1998). New Zealand is ideally situated to
address this problem as it is located on the opposite side of the planet from the North
Atlantic region where the classic LIA signal is registered so clearly.
Due to high precipitation and ablative activity gradients, glaciers in the Southern
Alps of New Zealand respond to climate change on a decadal timescale (Chinn, 1996).

Therefore, moraine sequences deposited during oscillations of these glaciers are ideal for
determining the character of the LIA signal in this portion of the Southern Hemisphere.
The chronology of the late Holocene moraine sequences fronting Hooker and Mueller
Glaciers in the Southern Alps is controversial. Initial dating of these moraines from
historical records, as well and from lichenometric and tree-ring analyses (Lawrence and
Lawrence, 1965; Burrows, 1973), pointed to deposition in the LIA, indicating a global
near-synchronous climate signal. In contrast, a subsequent chronology based on
weathering rinds of surface clasts suggested that most of the late Holocene moraines
antedate the LIA (Gellatly, 1984), implying lack of a classic LIA climate signal in this
portion of the Southern Hemisphere. To resolve this dilemma, a new and detailed
chronology of the Hooker and Mueller Holocene moraine systems was constructed in this
study by using geomorphologic maps, historical records, and the FALL lichenometry
technique.
A major result of this study is that most of the Holocene moraines fronting
Mueller and Hooker Glaciers were deposited during the main phase of the LIA as defined
in the North Atlantic region. The glacier advances recorded by these moraines are about
equivalent in age with those in the North Atlantic region. The magnitude and timing of
the LIA climate signal is nearly the same in the two regions. The collapse of Hooker and
Mueller Glaciers in the last 140 years is also approximately synchronous with retreat of
glaciers in the North Atlantic region. Therefore, the LIA climate signal occurs in the
atmosphere as far south as New Zealand, on the other side of the planet from the North
Atlantic region.
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I. Introduction

The Problem
The millennial-scale oscillations detected in Greenland ice cores (Dansgaard et
al., 1993) and North Atlantic sediment records (Bond et al., 1993, Bond and Lotti, 1995)
are thought to be the building blocks of abrupt climate change (Fig. 1; Bond et al., 1999).
A fundamental 1500-year cycle of such oscillations is pervasive in both glacial and
interglacial climates regimes, with the Little Ice Age (LIA) being the latest cold pulse
(Bond et al., 1999). The basic question of the extent, magnitude, and phasing of the LIA
climate signal across the planet must be addressed to clarify the nature of the cold pulses
of the 1500-year cycle.

Figure 1. The record of hematite-stained grains that record millennial-scale oscillations
of surface circulation in the North Atlantic Ocean from core VM23-81 (adapted from
Bond et al., 1999). The percentage of this petrologic tracer found within ice-rafted debris
is considered a sensitive indicator of climate change in the subpolar North Atlantic
Ocean. The 1000-2000-year oscillations were present throughout both glacial and
interglacial climates since 80,000 ka.
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The LIA was a late Holocene interval of climatic cooling, registered by the
expansion of European alpine glaciers and North Atlantic sea ice. In this sector of the
planet, the LIA was a low-amplitude climatic event, resulting in a snowline depression of
90 m and a temperature decline of 0.5-0.7"C compared to present-day (Maisch, 1999).
This subtle climate oscillation occurred in two phases. The first phase started in the 13"
and 14" centuries, bringing the Medieval Climatic Optimum to a close (Porter, 1986).
The main phase of the LIA began with glacier advances in the mid-16" century and
persisted through the mid-19" century (Grove, 1988). European glaciers have since
collapsed in response to a warming trend and consequent snowline rise that began around
AD 1860. Although there have been several brief periods of climatic cooling lasting only
a few years to a decade since the main phase of the LIA came to an end, the overall trend
has been one of warming in the North Atlantic region (Grove, 1988).

The Strategy
Late Holocene moraine records are compared for alpine glaciers in two regions:
the Swiss Alps in Europe at about 45"N latitude and the Southern Alps in New Zealand at
about 45"s latitude. These regions were chosen because they have mountain ranges of
similar magnitude with temperate alpine glaciers that respond quickly to climate change.
The North Atlantic is the type region for the LIA, with an excellent chronology
established for the two phases of climatic cooling. The Southern Alps of New Zealand
are situated on the opposite side of the planet from the North Atlantic region. This
location makes New Zealand ideal for investigating the global extent of the LIA, as well
as the timing and magnitude of the climate signal.

North Atlantic Type Region
The North Atlantic region is unique because the full LIA sequence, as registered
by fluctuations in alpine glaciers and sea ice, was recorded by extensive historical
observations, in addition to tree-ring chronologies and radiocarbon dating of glacier
advances. Late Holocene fluctuations of Swiss alpine glaciers are particularly well
documented, especially during the LIA (Grove, 1988). The four premier LIA
chronologies in the Swiss Alps come from the Rhone, Grosse Aletsch, Gorner, and
Lower Grindelwald Glaciers (Holzhauser and Zumbiihl, 1999b; Figs. 2, 3). These four
glaciers are here taken to represent the European Alps.
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Figure 3. Oscillations of the Rhone, Grosse Aletsch, Gorner, and Lower Grindelwald
Glaciers during the LIA (Adapted from Holzhauser and Zumbuhl, 1999b).
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The response of sea ice to the shifting North Atlantic polar front is an equally
sensitive indication of LIA climate change. The glacier oscillations in the Swiss Alps
mirror the changes in the extent of sea ice in the North Atlantic (Fig. 4). Therefore,
glacier records from the Swiss Alps are considered to be representative of climate change
in the North Atlantic region as a whole. Although there is some variation in the timing of

the oscillations of individual Swiss glaciers (Figs. 3-4), the regional trends of the glacier
fluctuations are coherent (Holzhauser, 1997; Figs. 3-6).

Figure 4. The sea ice and temperature record from Iceland compared to the LIA
fluctuations of Gorner Glacier in Switzerland (adapted from Bergthorsson, 1969 and
Holzhauser and Zumbiihl, 1999b). See Figure 2 for location of Gorner Glacier.
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Swiss Glacier Record of the Little Ice Age
Little Ice Age - Earlv Phase (-AD1280-1290 to 1390)
The beginning of the LIA is coincident with alpine glacier advance at the end of
Medieval Climatic Optimum (AD 1090-1230) (Porter, 1986). The early phase began
around AD 1280-1290 and extended to the end of the 15" century (Holzhauser, 1984,
1995). The Rhone Glacier achieved its maximum position of the LIA about AD 1350
(Zumbuhl and Holzhauser, 1988; Holzhauser and Zumbuhl, 1999b). The Grosse Aletsch
Glacier also advanced during the 13d1and 14d1centuries (Holzhauser, 1997). Historical
documents indicate that the Oberriederi (a system of three irrigation conduits) was
destroyed between AD 1200 and 1350 by the expanding ice front (Lamb, 1985).
Likewise, radiocarbon dates and dendrochronological cross-correlation of larch stumps
located in situ in the present-day forefield indicate a major advance of the Grosse Aletsch
Glacier from about AD 1300 to 1369 (Holzhauser, 1984; Holzhauser and Zumbuhl,
1999a).
Kill dates from larch stumps found in situ in the Gorner Glacier forefield were
tied into an absolute tree-ring chronology from larches that overlap from AD 1100 to the
present (Holzhauser, 1997). Therefore, the exact year that a larch tree died due to a
readvance of the glacier terminus is known as far back as AD 1100 (Holzhausesr, 1997).
The larch chronology indicates a significant advance between AD 1322 and AD 1327.
The glacier then continued to expand slowly until AD 1341 (Holzhauser, 1997). The
maximum extent of the Gorner Glacier during the early phase of the LIA occurred in AD
1385, and was close to the overall LIA maximum. A dendrochronological date from an
overrun fossil trunk of an Alpine stone pine in the forefield of the Lower Grindelwald
Glacier indicates a major extension of the glacier terminus about AD 1338 (Holzhauser
7

and Zumbuhl, 1996). However, the fossil trunk was not in situ, so the exact magnitude of
the advance cannot be determined.

Inter-Little Ice Age Warm Period (-AD1390 to 1555)
The brief period of warming recorded by glacier retreat from AD 1390 to AD

1550 was not intense enough to cause shrinkage to the retracted positions of the Medieval
Climatic Optimum. The in-situ stumps of larch trees overrun by the advancing Grosser
Aletsch Glacier in the 12* century did not reappear from under retreating ice until AD
1940 (Ladurie, 1971). A forest killed by expansion of Lower Grindelwald Glacier in the
13" century did not regenerate in this warm interval, even though the area again became
ice-free (Lamb, 1985). Thus, although a period of glacier retreat is recorded in the Swiss
Alps during the Inter-LIA warm period, it was short-lived and of low magnitude.

Main Phase of Little Ice Age (- AD 1556 to AD 1850-1860)
Prolonged climatic deterioration during the main phase of the LIA followed the
brief inter-LIA warm interval. The most severe cooling occurred between AD 1556 and
1700, and was registered by numerous advances of Swiss glaciers (Lamb, 1968;
Holzhauser and Zumbuhl, 1999a). The Hochstand (the High Stand, or last major advance
of glaciers during the LIA) occurred at AD 1850 to 1860. Following this 19" century
advance, all Swiss glaciers have experienced significant retreat and volume loss (Maisch,
1999).
The Rhone Glacier is one of the most closely observed glaciers in the world, as a
result of numerous travelers passing over the Grimsel and Furks Passes (Grove, 1988).
The chronology of the terminal fluctuations of Rhone Glacier has been reconstructed

8

Figure 5. Fluctuations of the Rhone Glacier terminus during the main phase of the LIA in Switzerland (adapted from SNTO,
1981). The position of the glacier terminus has been recorded since AD 1602.
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Grosse Aletsch Glacier experienced two major periods of advance during the
main phase of the LIA (Holzhauser, 1997). The first extension around AD 1650-1678
finally ended the use of the Oberriederi irrigation system (Holzhausser and Zumbuhl,
1999b). The second period of extension was in the 19” century, initially about AD 1820
and then again about AD 1859/60 (Holzhauser, 1997). The glacier began to retreat after
the Hochstand of about AD 1859, and has continued to do so with only minor readvances
or stillstands through to the present day (Fig. 6).

Figure 6. Variations in Grosse Aletsch Glacier from AD 1860 to AD 1977 (adapted from
SNTO, 1981). The light blue color in the diagram of the glacier represents the area
abandoned by ice since AD 1860. The dark blue color in the diagram represents the
surface area of ice in AD 1977. The graph illustrates the rate of retreat of the Grosse
Aletsch terminus from AD 1860 to AD 1977.
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Gorner Glacier began to expand rapidly at the end of the 16" century (Holzhauser,

1997). Based on dendrochronological kill dates of overrun fossil larch trees in its
forefield, Gorner Glacier advanced in AD 1623 and reached a maximum position for the

17" century in AD 1669/70 (Holzhauser, 1997). Historical reconstructions indicate that
Gorner Glacier was in an advanced position about AD 1791 to 1859. Extensive damage
to buildings and farmland by the advancing ice front occurred during this time (Tyndall,

1898). Gorner Glacier began retreating around AD 1860 to 1865, and has receded over
2600 m since the Hochstand of AD 1859 (Holzhauser and Zumbuhl, 1999a).
The advance of Lower Grindelwald Glacier during the main phase of the LIA was
one of the most extensive in the Swiss Alps (SNTO, 1981). This glacier was commonly
visited, resulting in a large number of visual and written accounts of the changing
terminus.
There is documentary evidence that Lower Grindelwald Glacier destroyed some
houses during a readvance around AD 1600 (Lamb, 1985). Kill dates of fossil wood in
two paleosols in lateral moraines of Lower Grindelwald Glacier indicate that, during an
advance in the late 16'' century, the terminus reached its maximum position for the main
phase of the LIA about AD 1600 (Holzhauser and Zumbiihl, 1996). In the 18" and 19"
centuries there were several advances of Lower Grindelwald Glacier to near maximum
positions, notably around AD 1719/20 to 1743, AD 1768, AD 1778/79, between AD

1814 and 1820/22, from AD 1826 to 1838/39, and during the Hochstand in AD 1855/56
(Holzhauser and Zumbiihl, 1996). Since the Hochstand in AD 1855/1856, the glacier
terminus has retreated more than two kilometers (Holzhauser and Zumbiihl, 1999a).
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New Zealand
Determining the extent of the LIA and its underlying cause is an important
component of paleoclimate research. To address this problem, the project reported here
focused on glacier fluctuations in the Southern Alps of New Zealand in order to establish
whether the LIA climate signal is regional or global. New Zealand is located in the South
Pacific Ocean, in the band of westerlies on the opposite side of the world from the North
Atlantic target region (Fig. 7). The mountain ranges of New Zealand are high enough to
intersect the snowline, leading to numerous temperate mountain glaciers. Most of these
glaciers terminate on land and are sensitive to climate change, responding as quickly as
the glaciers of the Swiss Alps (Chinn, 1996). The New Zealand glaciers are of a
comparable size, and their lower reaches are situated in glacial sedimentary basins of
similar morphology, to those in the Swiss Alps.

Figure 7. A map of the South Island of New Zealand. The field area of this study is
located near Mount Cook in the central portion of the Southern Alps, on the eastern side
of Main Divide. See Figures 9 and 10 for a more detailed map of the field area.
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The similar geometry of glacial sedimentary basins in the two target areas is
important, as the fluctuations in the glacier termini that track climate change occur within
these basins (Fig. 8). Such sedimentary basins consist of high lateral moraine walls that
confine the glaciers in the upper part of the ablation zones. These moraine walls are
steep. The lateral moraines have a complex stratigraphy and morphology because the
glacier repeatedly expanded into the walls, smearing deposits both into and on top the
high lateral moraines. This stratigraphy may well record some advances into or over
moraine walls that can be radiocarbon or dendrochronologically dated from wood in
overrun soils. However, in the absence of detailed dendrochronologic control, it is very
difficult to match up these advances with those represented by the frontal moraines.
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Figure 8. A glacial sedimentary basin typical of those in the Swiss Alps of Europe and
the Southern Alps of New Zealand. In this study, the model of a sedimentary basin
applies largely to Mueller Glacier. The high lateral moraine walls constrain the glacier
along most of its path. These moraine walls form the margins of the glacier sedimentary
basin. During an advance, a bulge of thickening ice forms in the upper reaches of the
glacier and moves down toward the terminus, funneled by the moraine walls. This bulge
can rise up high on the lateral walls, or even overtop them. However, when the ice bulge
reaches the glacier terminus, it can in some cases cause only a relatively small readvance.
The glaciers thus commonly increase in volume in a vertical direction before there is
much expansion in the horizontal direction. Unless specific organic layers with
dendrochronologic cross-correlation of fossil trees can be traced from the inside of the
moraine wall to underneath a distinct lateral moraine, and then around to a frontal
moraine, the ages derived from these organic layers cannot be related to specific glacier
frontal advances (sketches drawn by M.Y. Horesh).
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The most marked response of the glaciers occurs at the terminus, with only
minimal widening because the ice is self-contained within the sedimentary basins. The
fluctuations at the terminus can involve readvances, overtopped moraines, and fluvial
reworking - all occurring in a small area. Nevertheless, the relative chronology of late
Holocene moraines can be determined with careful geomorphological mapping. In this
study, the model of a glacial sedimentary basin applies to Mueller Glacier.
Unfortunately, the Southern Alps of New Zealand do not have extensive historical
records. There is also a paucity of information regarding paleoclimate change. Therefore,
the field investigations of this study concentrated in the New Zealand region, with the
intent of developing a chronology of late Holocene climate change. This chronology will
then be compared with the LIA climate signal from the North Atlantic type region.
Due to high altitudes and precipitation rates in the mountain ranges of the
Southern Alps, numerous glaciers are scattered over 506 km along the alpine divides
between latitudes 42'54"s and 44'53"s (Chinn, 1989). Approximately 3 155 primary
glaciers with areas in excess of 0.01 km2exist in the Southern Alps (Chinn, 1989, Fig. 7).
Hooker, Mueller, Classen, and Godley Glaciers are four of the largest in the Southern
Alps; all are located in Mount Cook National Park on the eastern side of the Main Divide
(Figs. 9 and 10). Mount Cook National Park is an alpine park in the central section of the
Southern Alps. A permanent snow and ice cover occurs over one third of the park area
(Johnson, 1976). The termini of Hooker and Mueller Glaciers are situated 3 km north of
the township of Mount Cook. Classen and Godley Glaciers are located approximately 22

km northeast of the township. These compound valley glaciers originate on the high
central divide, each forming from coalescing tributary glaciers that flow into a single
valley glacier trunk. The four glaciers were chosen for a joint study between the
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University of Maine and the University of Cincinnati for their sensitivity to climate
change, their size, the excellent preservation of the Holocene moraines fronting the
glaciers, and the large amount of available historical documents. The Holocene
fluctuations of the Hooker and Mueller Glacier termini were analyzed at the University of
Maine, while the fluctuations of Classen and Godley Glacier termini were studied by
Katherine Schoenenberger at the University of Cincinnati. Only results from Hooker and
Mueller Glaciers are reported in this paper.

Figure 9. Map of the boundary of Mount Cook National Park, located east of the Main
Divide, in the central section of the Southern Alps, New Zealand. The four glaciers of
interest - Hooker, Mueller, Classen, and Godley- are located within the national park.

Figure 10. Site map of the field area, located in Mount Cook National Park southeast of
the Main Divide in the central section of the Southern Alps. Hooker and Mueller Glaciers
are fully contained within the southern section of the Mount Cook National Park, and are
located north of the town of Mount Cook and southwest of the peak of Mount Cook - the
highest mountain in the Southern Alps.
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The Southern Alps has a humid, mesothemal climate, with mean annual
precipitation in the high mountain environments ranging from about 800 to 15,000 mm
(Griffiths and McSaveney, 1983). The Southern Alps intercept the prevailing westerly
winds off the Pacific Ocean, creating a steep, precipitation gradient rising eastward, along
with a strong fohn effect on the west and south side (Chinn, 1989). Therefore, there are
high levels of precipitation along the Main Divide of the Southern Alps. Mount Cook
Village receives 4000 mm of precipitation annually, with rainfalls of up to 537 mm
recorded in a 24 hour period (Dennis and Potton, 1983). Local climatic conditions can
vary significantly. Kirkbride (1988) suggested that there was an increase in annual
rainfall of half a centimeter for every ten steps from Mount Cook Village toward Mueller
and Hooker Glaciers and the Main Divide.
The vegetation on the floors of Hooker and Mueller Valleys is composed mainly
of herbfields, sub-alpine scrub, and alpine grasslands (Dennis and Potton, 1983). The
bedrock in the eastern Mount Cook region is predominantly Tertiary quartz-felspathic
greywacke, together with slate and schist (Maizels, 1989). These are middle to upper
Triassic and Permian low-grade, well-indurated sandstones and mudstones of the
Torlesse Supergroup and Haast Schist Group (Suggate, 1978).

Mueller Valley
Mueller Valley encompasses Mueller Glacier, the Holocene moraine systems
deposited by the glacier, the large outwash plain south of these moraines, and Mount
Cook Village. Mueller Glacier is confined along the narrow upper Mueller Valley for
most its length.

Mueller Glacier is fronted by a series of well-preserved Holocene moraines, all
within 2 km of the present-day terminus. The Holocene moraines were deposited where
the valley widens near the current ice terminus. For the purpose of this study, Mueller
Glacier forefield has been divided into nine areas (Fig. 11): 1) the White Horse Flood
area, 2) the Kea Lobe area, 3) the White Horse Valley Spillover area, 4) the Idyllic
Valley area, 5 ) the Western Arm of the Memorial area, 6 ) the Central Arm of the
Memorial area, 7) the Eastern Margin area, 8) the Northern Lobe area, and 9) the
Southern Hooker Valley area. Each contains a series of moraines, ice-contact and
outwash channels, and ice-marginal terraces. The high lateral wall on the northeastern
portion of Mueller Valley blocks the southern outlet of Hooker Valley to the north.
Mueller proglacial lake is actively forming in the newly deglaciated basin fronting
Mueller Glacier. This lake is bounded by high lateral moraine walls that form the Mueller
sedimentary basin, and by late Holocene frontal moraines along the southern margin of
the lake. The outlet of Mueller proglacial lake, located in the southeast comer of the lake,
feeds the Hooker River, which flows south along the eastern valley wall to the junction
with the Tasman River farther downvalley.
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Mueller Glacier is fed from several sources. Most of the ice that makes up the
terminus of upper Mueller Glacier originates from Huddleston Glacier, a tributary that
descends from Mount Footstool into Mueller Glacier (Fig. 10). Other tributaries are
Frind, Bannie, and Welchman Glaciers. Another source is from ice cliffs at 2300-2600 m
elevation on the east face of Mount Sefton. This steep face promotes periodic ice
avalanches that nourish Mueller Glacier (Kirkbride, 1988). Just as with many other
glaciers east and south of the Main Divide, Mueller Glacier has thick debris mantling its
surface and insulating the ice. Most of this debris originates in rockfalls from the cliffs at
1200-2300 m elevation beside the Main Divide (Kirkbride, 1988). Significant amounts of
debris are also deposited on the surface of Mueller Glacier from avalanche activity on
Frind and Huddleston Glaciers. Avalanches from the ice cliffs on the east face of Mount
Sefton are also a source of debris.

Hooker Valley
Hooker Valley encompasses Hooker Glacier, the Holocene moraine systems
deposited by the glacier, and the outwash plain south of these moraines. The northern
lateral moraine wall of Mueller Glacier delimits Hooker Valley in its southern end.
Hooker Valley is predominantly a linear glacial valley, trending north-south. Hooker
Glacier differs significantly from Mueller Glacier in that it is confined by a narrow, cliffbound valley along its entire length (Burrows, 1973).
Hooker Glacier is fronted by a series of well-preserved Holocene moraines, all
within 4 km of the present-day terminus. The lateral moraines of Hooker Glacier are well
preserved. Unlike the situation alongside Mueller Glacier, each Hooker lateral moraine is
a distinct entity rather than part of a massive moraine wall (Burrows, 1973). The lateral
24

moraines are discrete ridges arrayed on the valley wall, rather than one massive ridge
with a steep proximal moraine wall, as at Mueller Glacier. The Hooker lateral moraines
are successively older with increasing elevation on the valley wall. Some of the laterals
are as much as 3 km long, and are cut only by stream courses, avalanche chutes, or
alluvial fans. Many of the lateral and frontal Hooker moraines have been dissected by
meltwater flowing from Eugenie and Stocking (Tewaewae) Glaciers, both of which
originate on the Main Divide along the western wall of Hooker Valley.
The Hooker Glacier forefield is divided into five areas for the purpose of this
study (Fig. 12): 1) the Central-Western area, 2) the South-Western area, 3) the Frontal
area, 4) the South-Eastern area, and 5) the North-Western area. There is a large lake
about 2.5 km in length fronting Hooker Glacier. A pulse of ice recently reached the
terminus of the glacier and shortened Hooker Lake. Hooker River originates from Hooker
Lake and flows south along Hooker Valley.
There are several ice sources for Hooker Glacier. Most ice comes from Empress,
Shiela, and Noeline Glaciers, located on the western flanks of Mount Cook (Fig. 10).
Mona Glacier also nourishes Hooker Glacier, along with avalanches from several ice
cliffs on the western wall of Hooker Valley. Hooker Glacier has a thick boulder mantle
covering its surface and insulating the ice. Most of this debris is derived from steep cliffs
along the Main Divide and in the Mount Cook Range.
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11. Previous Work

There are two different categories of ages previously assigned to the late
Holocene moraines in the forefields of Mueller and Hooker Glaciers, both of which drain
from the Main Divide of the Southern Alps into the upper reaches of Tasman Valley.
Based on tree-ring analysis and lichenometry, the early studies indicated that most of the
late Holocene moraines formed within the LIA interval as recognized in the North
Atlantic region (Lawrence and Lawrence, 1965; Burrows and Lucas, 1967; Burrows,
1973). In sharp contrast, a more recent study based on weathering-rind analysis and
radiocarbon dates gave very different results. The same Holocene moraines previously
placed within the LIA interval were reassigned significantly older ages, spanning more
than 7000 yrs (Gellatly, 1984, 1985a). The implication of this latter study is that a large
fraction of the Holocene moraines system formed prior to the LIA. The widely differing
moraine chronologies that emerge from using these differing techniques need to be
resolved before any conclusions can be made regarding the presence of a LIA signal in
the Southern Alps. Reconstructions of former equilibrium line altitudes were made using
Holocene moraine sets from this region (Porter, 1975). The Holocene ELAs were
depressed approximately 140 m below the levels of AD 1974.

Initial Studies of Holocene Moraines Fronting Hooker and Mueller Glaciers
A late Holocene chronology based on the ages of trees growing on and beside the
Holocene moraines indicate that recent variations in Mueller Glacier closely paralleled
the LIA main phase of Europe (Lawrence and Lawrence, 1965). The trees chosen for this
study were strategically located on the moraine ridges. The ages reported represent the
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minimum time since the ice receded. This tree-ring chronology suggested that Mueller
Glacier underwent advances in the 17" and 18" centuries, with the outermost extension
occurring about AD 1730 and 1745. Mueller Glacier remained at or close to its maximum
position from AD 1745 to 1785. Slightly less extensive readvances and stillstands
occurred in the 19"'century, with a major period of recession beginning about AD 1890.
The first chronologies of late Holocene moraines derived from lichenometry also
indicated that advance phases of Hooker and Mueller Glaciers were roughly synchronous
with the early and main phases of the LIA in the Swiss Alps (Burrows and Lucas, 1967;
Burrows, 1973). Although several advances were postulated to have taken place in the
12m, 13tl' and 15" centuries, the most significant expansions were in the 17" and 18"
centuries (Burrows, 1973). The LIA maximum was around AD 1740, and was followed
by a series of smaller advances and stillstands from the late AD 1700s until AD 1890
(Burrows, 1973). The historically documented AD 1890 moraine (Brodrick, 1894)
represents the last advance prior to a major collapse of Mueller and Hooker Glaciers
(Gellatly, 1985b). Although brief halts in recession (or even minor expansion) occurred
in the 20" century, the overall pattern for the Mt. Cook glaciers was one of retreat

(Wardle, 1973; Gellatly, 1982a). These early studies were consistent in showing a general
trend of glacier expansion during the LIA (Table 1). Nearly all ages assigned to the late
Holocene moraines in Table 1 place the most recent period of glacier advance within the
two phases of the LIA as recognized in the North Atlantic region.
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Table 1. Comparison of the timing of glacier advances in New Zealand and the Swiss
Alps during the LIA (Burrows, 1973; Lawrence and Lawrence, 1965; Holzhauser and
Zumbuhl, 1996).
Lichenometry at Mueller
Glacier, NZ (Burrows, 1973)
years (AD)
1 z5n

Tree-ring Analysis and Historical
Records at Lower Grindelwald
Glacier, Switzerland (Holzhauser
and Zumbiihl, 1996), years (AD)

Tree-Ring Analysis at Mueller
Glacier, NZ (Lawrence and
Lawrence, 1965), years (AD)
< 1445

1338

I

1580

1588

----

165011655
17 10/1720-1740/1750
1770- 1790/ 1795
1805l1810
183511840- 1850

1719/20
1743
1768
1778179
18 14- 1820122
1838139

1730
1754
1745-1785
4 8 0 4 , <1808
1838/39

18551%

Recent Studies of Holocene Moraines Fronting Hooker and Mueller Glaciers
A date of 1010k50 14C years B.P. (NZ4507) of a buried soil horizon in a lateral
moraine of Mueller Glacier was taken to indicate that previous lichenometric analysis had
underestimated the ages of the frontal late Holocene moraines (Burrows, 1980). Similar
radiocarbon dates from Hooker Glacier lateral moraine walls also were taken to imply
that the frontal moraine sets were significantly older than previously indicated (Gellatly
et al., 1985; Burrows, 1980, 1989). In addition, one of the historical ages used for the

lichenometry calibration curve (Burrows, 1973) was found to be incorrect (Gellatly,
1983). Photographs of the Mueller Glacier terminus by J. Kinsey in AD 1895 and M.

Ross in AD 1896 show that the moraine thought to have formed in AD 1931 (Burrows,
1973) was already in existence by AD 1895 (Kinsey, 1895; Ross, 1896; Gellatly,
1982a,b). However, it should be pointed out that the radiocarbon-dated stratigraphic units
in the steep moraine walls of Mueller and Hooker Glaciers cannot be traced to specific
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moraine ridges in their forefields, and therefore by themselves do not invalidate the tree
ring or lichenometry chronologies constructed for the Holocene moraines fronting these
glaciers
In sharp contrast to the lichenometric data, weathering-rind analysis of clasts on
moraines in the forefields of Hooker and Mueller Glaciers suggested a mid-and-late
Holocene age (Gellatly, 1984). The mid-Holocene moraines at Mueller Glacier were
thought to range in age from 7200 to 1150 years B.P. Late Holocene moraines were
postulated to have formed during six major periods of ice expansion between 1100 and
100 years B.P. (Gellatly, 1985a). Mid-Holocene moraines of Hooker Glacier were
inferred to have formed from 4200 to 1150 years B.P. (Gellatly, 1984). The late Holocene
moraines of Hooker Glacier had a similar sequence to those in the Mueller Glacier
forefield. The greatest glacier expansion in the last millennium, according to the
interpretation of weathering-rind data, occurred at 1100-950 years B .P. (Gellatly, 1985a).
Radiocarbon data from the Mount Cook region were used to confirm the validity of the
weathering-rind chronologies (Gellatly, 1984). However, as mentioned above, the
individual radiocarbon dates are from the lateral moraine walls of Hooker and Mueller
Glaciers, and cannot yet be related to specific moraine ridges in the glacier forefields.
Therefore, such radiocarbon evidence is unrelated to the weathering-rind data, which
comes from clasts on frontal moraines.
In the early lichenometry studies the oldest moraine in the Holocene set of
Mueller Glacier was found to have formed about 700 years ago (Burrows, 1973),
compared to the weathering-rind date of 7000 years B.P. (Gellatly, 1984). Thus there is a
major disparity between the lichenometric and weathering-rind dating methods (Table 2).
The only aspect of the glacier chronologies that is consistent in the two schemes is the
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marked recession that began about AD 1890 in the Mount Cook region - a conclusion
that is based on historical records and not on different dating methods.

Table 2. Comparison between the different ages from the same Holocene moraines
fronting Mueller Glacier derived from lichenometric and weathering-rind methods
(adapted from Gellatly, 1984; Burrows, 1973).
Moraine
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

9
10
11

Lichenometry
Burrows (1973)
(yrs before AD 1984)

Weathering-Rind Analysis
Gellatly (1984)
rs before AD 1984)

(Y
135535
340+88
580+150
840+2 18

50
90
130
210-190
250-230
ca. 300
ca. 350
Ca. 450
550
ca. 630

2540+660
33505870
4200+ 1090
7200k1870

undated
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111. Glacial Geomorphologv

A glacial geomorphic map was constructed for the Mueller and Hooker moraine
sequences (Fig. 13). The map forms the basis of the interpretations concerning mid-tolate Holocene glacier oscillations. Morphologic units were stressed in order to delineate
the glacial geomorphic forms that result from ice-marginal fluctuations. The map depicts
morphosequences of time-equivalent groups of landforms. A classic morphosequence of
glacial deposits is made up of a moraine belt with a steep ice-contact slope on the
proximal side of the belt, an outwash plain that grades to the distal side of the moraine
belt, and ice-contact terraces and channels of the same age. Ice-contact slopes can also
occur at the head of outwash terraces and along the proximal side of channels. Ice-contact
slopes, terraces, and channels link moraine belts to individual ice-marginal positions.
Channels commonly dissect the morphosequences. A lichenometric chronology was then
developed, with the maps serving to tie the dating results to the glacial morphology.
The initial step was the construction of a preliminary geomorphic map of Hooker
and Mueller moraine systems from analysis of aerial photographs (Fig. 13). The maps
were then corrected by extensive fieldwork and morphosequences delineated for the
Hooker and Mueller forefields. The resulting array of geomorphic features depicted in the
maps include main and subsidiary outwash plains; moraine belts composed of ridges,
hills and hummocks; ice-contact terraces and slopes; ice-marginal channels; meltwater
spillways; deltas; alluvial fans; and rockfall deposits. The legend in Figure 13 gives a
description of these major geomorphic features.
The extensive supraglacial debris cover on Mueller and Hooker Glaciers
promoted the formation of large, complex moraines (Burrows, 1973). In some places the
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moraines are incompletely preserved, due to modification, partial destruction, or burial by
deposits of subsequent glacier advances. Both the Hooker and the Mueller moraine
systems have also been modified by outwash streams from glaciers on adjacent valley
walls. In most places, however, there is extremely good preservation of moraine systems,
with ridges and relict channels extending nearly unmodified for several kilometers.

Mueller Morphosequences
The geomorphic analysis revealed six main morphosequences (A-F) in the
Mueller Glacier forefield (Fig. 13). The morphosequences are defined on the basis of
time-equivalent morphologic characteristics, illustrated in the glacial geomorphic map in
Figure 13 and the morphosequence map in Figure 14. The FALL ages and Gumbel means
of lichens sampled from the landforms are assigned to the morphologic morphosequences
for the Mueller late Holocene moraines (Figs.50-55). Figure 49 is the map of the lichen
sample sites.

Morphosequence M-A1
Morphosequence

M-A1

is

the

outermost

and

therefore

the

oldest

morphosequence. It consists of several small moraine remnants. The Foliage Hill moraine
remnant, along with the moraine remnant near the shelter in the Mueller Glacier
campground (Fig. l l ) , are part of Morphosequence M-A1. The moraine remnants have
weathered boulders on their surfaces, in contrast to the fresh boulders in the other areas of
the Mueller forefield. These remnants are therefore interpreted to be significantly older
than the other moraines fronting Mueller Glacier, and hence were not sampled. The
moraine fragments of Morphosequence M-A1 may have been deposited at different
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times. However, the relative ages of these fragments cannot be determined on the basis of
weathering characteristics alone.

Morphosequence M-A2
White Horse Hill (WHH) was also not sampled (Fig. 11). WHH is proximal to
Morphosequence M-A1. Weathered boulders and a dense vegetation cover on parts of
WHH indicate WHH is significantly older than the other moraines fronting Mueller
Glacier. There is a historical photograph (Sutton-Turner, 1884-1913) showing that WHH
burned in the early 1900s (Fig. 37). Lichenometry cannot be applied to areas that have
experience snow or firelull. The lichen measurements will reflect the age of the fire, not
the age of deposition. It is not known when these moraines were deposited. The WHH
moraines are crosscut by a large channel (probably a former channel of Hooker River),
and also by the moraines of Morphosequence M-B.

Morphosequence M-B
Morphosequence M-B is proximal to Morphosequence M-A2. It is moderately to
heavily vegetated. The moraine belt of this morphosequence includes the outermost
moraines in the Central and Western Arms of the Memorial area (Fig. 11).
Morphosequence M-B moraine belts are large, broad features with multiple ridges. The
ridges are difficult to trace along the moraine belt. Some larger ridges crosscut smaller
moraines in the West Arm area. On the basis of this morphology the Mueller Glacier
terminus is interpreted to have been at this general position for an extended period, with
minor oscillations. The M-17 to M-23 lichen sites are situated on the moraines in the
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West Arm area of Morphosequence M-B, and the M-31-32, M-35-40.3, and M-58-59
lichen sites are in the Central area of the moraine belt of Morphosequence M-B.
The moraine belt of Morphosequence M-B in the West Arm of the Memorial area
is cut by the present-day Hooker River. The moraine belt continues from the West Arm
of the Memorial area across Hooker River and then along the base of the eastern wall of
Mueller Valley. The moraines in the Eastern Margin area of Mueller Glacier are not as
massive as those in the Memorial area. Rather, they are smaller and better-defined
individual ridges. In the Eastern Margin area, the moraine ridges are heavily vegetated
and extend partly up the wall of Mueller Valley. The M-53 through M-56 lichen sites are
located on moraine ridges from Morphosequence M-B. Morphosequence M-B moraine
ridges on the north end of the Eastern Margin area are cut by the present-day Hooker
River. The moraine ridges continue from the Eastern Margin area across the Hooker
River to the Northern Lobe area of the Mueller forefield. The M-67 and M-68 lichen sites
are on two of the outermost moraine ridges in the Northern Lobe area. These outermost
ridges are heavily vegetated.
The moraines in the Kea Lobe area represent a separate lateral lobe of Mueller
Glacier. The outermost moraines in the Kea Lobe area are part of Morphosequence M-B.
They are heavily vegetated and of a similar character to the moraines on the wall of
Mueller Valley in the Eastern Margin area. The M-9 through M-16 lichen sites are on
moraine ridges of Morphosequence M-B. These ridges are part of a single, massive belt
along most of their length. In places, the massive belt branches into several smaller ridges
that curve around the front of the former glacier terminus. The lichen sites from
Morphosequence M-B are located on these smaller branching ridges. It is likely that the
outer moraines of the White Horse Spillover area also belong to Morphosequence M-B,
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as they are heavily vegetated and similar in both size and morphology to the
Morphosequence M-B moraines of the Kea Lobe area.

Morphosequence M-C
Morphosequence M-C is located proximal to Morphosequence M-B. A moderate
vegetation cover, heavily dissected morphology, and indistinct margins of individual
morainal features characterize Morphosequence M-C. In the Central Arm of the
Memorial area, Morphosequence M-C is moderately to heavily vegetated, with a grass
and low bush cover on an outwash plain leading up to hillocky, boulder-strewn morainal
topography. The hummocky terrain slopes upward toward remnants of several moraine
ridges. The M-34 lichen site is on one such small remnant in the eastern side of the
Central Arm of the Memorial area, and the M-48 and M-80 lichen sites are on small
moraine remnants on the western side of the Central Arm area. The moraines are too
dissected to determine the number of ridges in the Central Arm area of Morphosequence
M-C. However, there are at least two moraine ridges in this area. The moraine fragments
with the M-34 and M-48 lichen sites on them were partially overridden by a glacier

advance (e.g. Figs. 114, 115). The moraine hillock with the M-48 lichen site is
particularly heavily vegetated. The M-80 lichen site is on a small moraine fragment on
the distal side of this hillock.
The moraine ridge at the inner margin of Morphosequence M-C in the Central
Arm of the Memorial area is continuous with a small, heavily vegetated moraine hillock,

located just north of the southern wire-bridge (Figs. 11, 13) in the Eastern Margin area.
The M-51 lichen site is on this hillock. Morphosequence M-C in the Eastern Margin area
consists of a complex series of both small and large channels, elevated ice-contact
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terraces, moraine fragments, and hummocky terrain that stretches northward to the
Hooker River. The moraines of Morphosequence M-C are moderately to heavily
vegetated. The M-57 lichen site is located in the middle of the hummocky terrain in the
north part of the Eastern Margin area, whereas the M-41 and the M-52 lichen sites are
situated in channels that crosscut Morphosequence M-B. There is no clear morphological
continuity for Morphosequence M-C between the northern end of the Eastern Margin
area and the Northern Lobe area of the Mueller forefield. In the Kea Lobe and White
Horse Spillover areas, there is also not a distinct manifestation of Morphosequence M-C.
It is possible that some of the moraines in the Kea Lobe and White Horse Spillover areas
can be attributed to Morphosequence M-C, but in these areas there is not a clear
morphologic break to distinguish Morphosequence M-B from Morphosequence M-C.

Morphosequence M-D
Morphosequence M-D is made up of a prominent, lightly vegetated moraine belt
that was deposited when Mueller Glacier partially overrode the innermost ridge of the
Morphosequence M-C moraine belt. The Morphosequence M-D moraine belt partially
overlies the innermost ridge of Morphosequence M-C. The moraine belt of
Morphosequence M-D has the greatest relief in the Central Arm of the Memorial area.
The M-D moraine belt has irregular topography, with small moraine ridges superimposed
on a broad ridge. The proximal side of the Morphosequence M-D moraine belt is
characterized by several small ice-contact terraces. The M-30, M-49/50, and M-60 lichen
sites are on the Morphosequence M-D moraine belt. The Morphosequence M-D moraine
belt in the Central Arm area west of Hooker River is continuous with a series of lightly
vegetated ice-contact terraces and moraine ridges in the Eastern Margin area, east of
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Hooker River. The M-44 and M-65-66 lichen sites are located on the Morphosequence
M-D moraine complex. On the distal side of the Morphosequence M-D moraine complex
is an abandoned channel of the Hooker River, which has been partially covered by the
Morphosequence M-D complex. The M-47 lichen site is on the former river channel. The
M-45 and M-46 lichen sites are located on ice-contact terraces that formed at the same
time as the moraine complex of Morphosequence M-D.
The prominent, lightly vegetated moraine complex in the Northern Lobe area of
Mueller Glacier is also part of Morphosequence M-D. This moraine complex is located
just south of the moraine ridge with the M-68 lichen site. The Morphosequence M-D
moraine complex has its highest relief in the Northern Lobe area, and is composed of
several small ridges. The M-69 through M-71 lichen sites are located on this moraine
complex. In the Kea Lobe area, a prominent, lightly vegetated moraine abuts the margin
of the heavily vegetated Morphosequence M-B moraine complex. The Morphosequence
M-D moraine complex does not extend south into the Kea Lobe area like the
Morphosequence M-B moraines, but rather crosses the mouth of Kea Lobe area. The M-8
and M-77 through M-79 lichen sites are situated on the Morphosequence M-D moraine
complex in the Kea Lobe area. Several small ridges make up this complex. On the
proximal side of the Morphosequence M-D moraine complex is a series of ice-contact
terraces. In the White Horse Spillover area, there is a ridge located high on the Mueller
Glacier lateral moraine wall. The M-24 lichen site is on this small, lightly vegetated
moraine ridge in the White Horse Spillover area. The ridge with the M-24 lichen site may
be part of Morphosequence M-D.
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Morphosequence M-E
The moraines and ice-contact terraces that make up Morphosequence M-E
represent a minor readvance of Mueller Glacier, followed by a stillstand of the terminus.
A small, prominent moraine on the southern margin of Mueller Lake partially covers an
outwash plain, recording a readvance of Mueller Glacier. This small moraine is part of
Morphosequence M-E, and is in the Central Arm of the Memorial area. The
Morphosequence M-E moraine has only one sharp ridge crest, has steep slopes, and is
almost completely unvegetated. Lichen sites M-28, M-29, and M-62 are on this moraine.

In the Eastern Margin area of Mueller Glacier, a series of low moraine ridges, small
channels, and ice-contact terraces comprise Morphosequence M-E. These features have
only a light grass cover. The M-42, M-43, M-63, and M-64 lichen sites are on landforms
of Morphosequence M-E.
On the Northern Lobe area of Mueller Glacier, the low-lying glacial features that
form a series of small moraine ridges, ice-contact terraces, and channels are proximal to
the Morphosequence M-D moraine complex, and therefore are attributed to
Morphosequence M-E. The glacial features of Morphosequence M-E in the Northern
Lobe area are almost completely unvegetated. There is also a series of ice-contact
terraces on the Kea Point area. These ice-contact terraces are lightly vegetated and may
be part of Morphosequence M-E.

Morphoseauence M-F
The only feature that is part of Morphosequence M-F is the island moraine in
Mueller Lake. This moraine formed during a minor stillstand of the Mueller Glacier, in
the midst of overall collapse. The M-33 lichen site is on this moraine. The moraine is on
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an island subsiding today because of a melting ice core. There is a significant spatial gap
between the Morphosequence M-F ridge and the Morphosequence M-E moraine belt.

Hooker Morphosequences
There are three main morphologic Morphosequences (A-C) in the Hooker Glacier
forefield, defined by the time-equivalent morphologic characteristics illustrated in the
glacial geomorphic map of Figure 13 and the morphosequence map of Figure 14. These
morphosequences are similar to those at Mueller Glacier. The lichen sample sites are
shown in Figure 49, while the five different areas of Hooker Glacier forefield are shown
in Figure 12.

Momhosequence H-A
Morphosequence H-A, the outermost, is heavily dissected by fluvioglacial
processes. The dense vegetation cover, the moderate weathering of boulders on the
moraine belt, and the lack of younger crosscutting moraines indicate that this is the oldest
morphosequence in Hooker Valley. Moraines in Morphosequence H-A in the SouthWestern area are characterized by very large boulders. The moraine belt includes the
largest and uppermost of the lateral moraines on both the east and the west valley walls.
Lichen sites H-1 and H-24 are on lateral moraines of Morphosequence H-A. Lateral and
frontal moraines of the H-A Morphosequence have been heavily dissected by
fluvioglacial processes. In particular, the meltwater streams from Stockmg and Eugenie
Glaciers are heavily eroding the lateral moraines in the Central-Westem area.
Fluvioglacial fan deposits are accumulating on the upper lateral moraines. The frontal
moraines have been largely eroded by Hooker River. Only the small moraine remnants at
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the H-23 lichen site and at the southern tip of the disintegration terrain (located south of
the H-13 lichen site) remain. The moraines in the South-Western area are part of the
outermost H-A Morphosequence. These moraines have also experienced significant
amounts of fluvioglacial alteration. Many of these moraine ridges have been eroded on
both their proximal and their distal sides by streams.
A large region of disintegration terrain in the Frontal area of the Hooker forefield
separates Morphosequence H-A from Morphosequence H-B. Downwasting of Hooker
Glacier leaves the stagnant ice responsible for the disintegration terrain. On the western
side of the valley, an outwash plain separates the moraines in the South-Western area
from those in the Central-Western area. This plain can be traced across the current
Hooker River to the area of disintegration terrain. There is no distinct break between
Morphosequences H-A and H-B in the Hooker lateral moraines. Morphosequence H-A
and H-B moraines are closely spaced, with no large gaps between them.

Momhosequence H-B
Morphosequence H-B also includes a heavily vegetated moraine belt, although
the cover is generally not as dense as on deposits of Morphosequence H-A. Directly
south of the moraine belt is a large former river channel that separates the hummocky
terrain of Morphosequence H-A from the deposits of Morphosequence H-B. There are
four main ridges in the Frontal area of the Morphosequence H-B moraine belt. The
outermost moraine of Morphosequence H-B was overrun by a readvance of Hooker
Glacier. At least two moraines deposited during the readvance partially cover the
outermost moraine. The innermost moraine of Morphosequence H-B is steep and narrow,
and has been partly overrun by a readvance of Hooker Glacier that deposited the moraine
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belt of Morphosequence H-C. Any former corresponding moraines on the other side of
Hooker River in the Central-Western area have been covered by alluvial fans from
meltwater of Eugenie Glacier. The H-10 lichen site is located on one of these alluvial
fans. Lateral moraines of Morphosequence H-B can be traced along the eastern wall of
Hooker Valley. Here the dividing line between Morphosequence H-A and
Morphosequence H-B lateral moraines is not clear. The erosion by glaciofluvial streams,
the active alluvium partly deposited over the moraines, the heavy vegetation cover of
both morphosequences, and the non-linear trend of the moraines together result in an
indistinct border between the two morphosequences.

Morphosequence H-C
Morphosequence H-C abuts Morphosequence H-B without an intervening
outwash plain. Morphosequence H-C consists of a largely unvegetated moraine belt. This
is the youngest of the morphosequences deposited prior to the collapse of Hooker Glacier
that led to the formation of Hooker Lake. The outermost unvegetated moraine in the
Frontal area is also the largest. This moraine is interpreted to represent a readvance of the
Hooker terminus that partly overrode the innermost moraine of Morphosequence H-B.
The moraine belt of Morphosequence H-C has a broad and irregular surface. There are
several ridges in parts of this broad belt, but these ridges are not clearly delineated in the
Frontal area. This broad belt continues on the western side of Hooker River in the NorthWestern area. The H-5 and H-4 lichen sites are on two ridges of Sequence H-C in the
North-Western area. The lateral moraines of Morphosequence H-C can be traced through
the Mid- and South-Eastern areas. Most Morphosequence H-C moraines are removed by
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erosion in the North-West area. The H-17, H-25, and H-26 lichen sites are all located on
lateral moraines of Morphosequence H-C.
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IV. Historical Records
Historical records for the Mount Cook region were used to help constrain the
chronology of Mueller and Hooker morphosequences. Records exist from AD 1862 to the
present. Written accounts, rough sketches, survey maps, and photographs make up the
collection of historical material for Mueller and Hooker Glaciers. All historical
information found in this study was from the Alexander Turnbull Library in Wellington,
the Canterbury Museum in Christchurch, the University of Canterbury in Christchurch,
and the Hocken Library in Dunedin. Figures 15, 16 and 17 are summary diagrams of the
areas covered by each historical photograph and map in the Mueller and Hooker
forefields. The earliest recorded observations of Mueller and Hooker Glaciers were by
Julius Haast in AD 1862 (Haast, 1879).
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Figure 15. Summary diagram of the areas of Mueller Forefield depicted in Figures 18 to
26. The colored lines outline the area of Mueller Valley encompassed by each figure
(green = Fig. 18, light blue = Fig. 19, purple = Fig. 20, pink = Fig. 21, yellow = Figs. 22,
23, and 24, orange = Fig. 25, red = Fig. 26).
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Figure 16. Summary diagram of the areas of Mueller Forefield depicted in Figures 27 to
33 and Figure 37. The colored lines outline the area of Mueller Valley encompassed by
each figure (orange = Fig. 27, light blue = Fig. 28, green = Fig. 29, pink = Fig. 30, purple
= Fig. 31, yellow = Fig. 32, dark blue = Fig. 33, red = Fig. 37).
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Figure 17. Summary diagram of the areas of Hooker Forefield depicted in Figures 34 to
36. The colored lines outline the area of Hooker Valley encompassed by each figure (red
= Fig. 34, green = Fig. 35, blue = Fig. 36).
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Using records by Julius Haast (1879) and photographs by E.P. Sealy (1867), F.A.
Coxhead (pre-AD 1886), Burton Brothers (c. AD 1875), Wheeler (AD 1888), and Morris
(c. AD 1880s), Gellatly (1982a) reconstructed the position of the Mueller Glacier
terminus in AD 1862. The terminus was about 30 m upstream (north) from where the
southern wire bridge is located (There are two wire bridges in the Mueller Glacier
forefield, a southern and a northern bridge and the locations of each bridge are marked in
Figures 11, 13 and 16). After analyzing a photograph by E.P. Sealy in AD 1867 (Haast,
1879; Fig. IS), I am in agreement with Gellatly's (1982a) positioning of the Mueller
Glacier terminus. Therefore, the ice margin was located proximal to the moraine with
lichen site M-34, in the Central Arm of the Memorial area, and this moraine was
deposited prior to AD 1862.
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Figure 18. Photograph by E.P. Sealy in AD 1867 of the Moorhouse Range with the
Sefton Peak and the terminal face of the Mueller Glacier (Haast, 1879). The position of
the Mueller terminus is estimated to be approximately 30m north of the southern wirebridge. See Figure 15 for specific area of Mueller Valley depicted in photograph.
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Reports from Haast (1879) indicate that Mueller Glacier had been downwasting
for some time prior to his visit in AD 1862.
"It was here two lateral moraines, of which the outer one, standing more
than a hundred feet above the glacier itself, is densely covered with subalpine vegetation" (Haast, 1879, p. 32).
The lateral moraines, located about 30 m (looft) above the glacier surface (probably on
WHH), were already heavily vegetated and stranded above the ice when Haast visited the
area in AD 1862. The glacier surface near these lateral moraines lowered at least 45 m
between AD 1862 and AD 1982 (Gellatly, 1982a). In AD 1862, the elevation of the
terminal face of Mueller Glacier was also measured at 2851 ft (819 m) by Haast (1879).
Gellatly (1982a) remeasured the height at 762 m. Therefore, the Mueller Glacier terminal
face downwasted about 57 m between AD 1862 and 1982. Downwasting of Mueller
Glacier has been significant since AD 1862.
The eastern margin of Mueller Glacier extended to the valley wall as late as the
mid-19" century. Haast (1879, p.32-33) described the eastern margin of Mueller Glacier
in AD 1862:

"The glacier abuts, as before mentioned, against the south-westem spur of
the Mount Cook range, and 1 now thought that the outlet of the Hooker
glacier would have sufficient power to destroy its terminal face so
effectually, that it would not reach the rocky mountain side. However, as I
observed that the outlet kept more towards the centre of the valley, finding
its way some 150 yards from the foot of the range below the Mueller
glacier, and issuing with the outlet of the latter from a magnificent ice
vault".
A photograph by E.P. Sealy from AD 1867, published in the Geology of Canterbury and
Westland (Fig. 18; Haast, 1879), shows Mueller Glacier nearly abutting the Mount Cook
Range, separated from the bedrock wall by a single moraine. Mueller Glacier either
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retreated from its position against the south-western spur of the Mount Cook range or
Haast (1879) missed the moraine seen in the AD 1867 Sealy photograph (Haast, 1879).
Regardless, most landforms in the Eastern Margin area of the Mueller forefield were
deposited after AD 1862.
The interval between AD 1862 and AD 1888 was marked by significant
downwasting and retreat of the eastern margin of Mueller Glacier. Hutton (1888) noted
that by AD 1888 the terminal face of Mueller Glacier had retreated approximately 250 to
300 yards from the AD 1862 position (a retreat of 100-150 m). Each summer sheep of
Birch-Hill Station were driven across glacier bridges spanning Hooker River so that they
could graze in Hooker Valley (Hutton, 1888). Fluctuations of the Hooker River, along
with retreat of the Mueller Glacier terminus, led to the collapse of the ice bridges, thus

cutting off easy access to Hooker Valley. A large flood in AD 1868 caused the ice
covering Hooker River to begin to collapse (Hutton, 1888, p. 438). By AD 1878, the last
ice-bridge gave way and the practice of using the Hooker Valley flats as a summer
grazing place for the sheep was temporarily ended. The Rev. W.S. Green made note of
this during his trip to the Mount Cook area in 1882:
"...for years it had been customary to send a mob of about 2,000 sheep
across the Hooker to Mount Cook for the summer months, but this year,
owing to some ice bridges in the Hooker Glacier having given way, they
were unable to cross, and all this fine pasture was going to waste" (Green,
1883, p. 157).
Hooker River had many shifts in path from AD 1862 to AD 1888 (Hutton, 1888).
Variations in melt rates and storm events resulted in unstable behavior of the river and
the Mueller ice terminus. Hutton (1888) observed that by 1884, Hooker River was again
flowing under Mueller Glacier:
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"At the end of 1884, when Mr. Huddleston arrived and built the
Hermitage, the Hooker River skirted the whole breadth of the glacier, but
in March 1885, it again cut its way under the northern comer of the
glacier. It entered by an ice-cave just below the north lateral moraine of
the Mueller, and came out again by another cave about two-thirds of the
way across the face" (Hutton, 1888, p. 438).

However, this situation did not last long, and the final ice collapse was in January of
1888, when "the whole of the ice over the Hooker disappeared" (Hutton, 1888, p. 438).
In AD 1884, H.G. Wright drew sketch maps of the forefields of Mueller and
Hooker Glaciers (Wright, 1884; Fig.19). Wright noted only the coarsest geomorphic
features and the vegetation cover in the forefields. Wright sketched three parallel frontal
moraines in the Mueller Glacier forefield. The eastern margin of each of these three
moraine ends near the Hooker River. The most distal moraine appears slightly longer on
its eastern margin than the middle moraine. However, it is the proximal moraine that
reaches closest to the Hooker River. The geometry of the eastern margins of the three
frontal moraines matches the geometry of the long, outermost moraine in the Central Arm
of the Memorial area with lichen site M-31, the shorter, and partially overrun moraine
with the M-34 lichen site, and the younger moraine that is closest to the Hooker River,
with lichen sites M-50 and M-30. On the eastern margin of the Central Arm of the

Memorial area, the partially overrun moraine is a distinct ridge, separate from the
younger moraine ridge with the M-50 and M-30 lichen sites. Farther to the west, these
two moraines merge and are indistinguishable.
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The proximal moraine drawn in the sketch by Wright (1884) appears to
correspond to a moraine fragment east of Hooker River. In the geomorphic map of the
Mueller forefield in Figure 13, the young moraine with the M-30 lichen site can be traced
northeast across the Hooker River to a corresponding moraine ridge in the Eastern
Margin area. However, the innermost moraine from Wright's (1884) sketch cannot be the
lakeside moraine with lichen sites M-28 and M-29, as this moraine does not correspond
to any moraines east of the Hooker River. Because there is not a fourth moraine ridge
drawn in Wright's sketch close to the ice margin, the lakeside moraine did not exist at that
time. The lakeside moraine is a small but prominent feature that certainly would have
been noted if it existed.
In the Central Arm of the Memorial area of the Mueller forefield, Hutton (1888,
p. 436) noted the presence of only two distinct frontal moraines, unlike Wright (1884),
who sketched in three distinct moraine ridges:
"The Mueller Glacier, at present, forms no terminal moraine, for the
Hooker River carries all the debris away. But lower down in the valley,
bending round in the usual way, may be seen two old terminal moraines,
about 150 yards apart, and corresponding with, or rather passing into, the
two inner lateral moraines. These terminal moraines are not large nor high.
Still lower down the valley is Mogo Hill (Foliage Hill), rising about 100
feet above the plain.. .
"

The 'two old terminal moraines' in Wright's quoted description correspond to the two
moraines belts of Sequence M-B and M-D in the Central Arm of the Memorial area of the
Mueller forefield. One of the sketched moraines is certainly the outermost moraine of the
Memorial Moraines section with lichen site M-31. A distance of about 150 yards (137 m)
from the outermost Memorial Moraine to a proximal moraine could correspond either to
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the partially overrun moraine with the M-34 lichen site, or to the younger moraine with
the M-30 lichen site that was deposited on top of part of the older moraine. The partially
overridden moraine is only distinguishable on the extreme western and eastern sides of
the forefield, and is heavily dissected by outwash streams in the central section. Without
close observation, the two moraines appear to be a single feature. Wright (1884) observed
the eastern margin of the frontal moraines, where the partially overridden moraine is
clearly a separate ridge. I think that Hutton (1888) only noted the gross features, and was
unable to distinguish the fragments of the partially overridden moraine. Therefore, the
description of 'two old terminal moraines' (Hutton, 1888) probably relates to the
outermost Memorial Moraine, along with a composite moraine feature made up of both
the overridden moraine with lichen site M-34 and the younger moraine with lichen site
M-30 proximal to it.
Hutton's (1888) written account does not mention a small but prominent,
unvegetated moraine, proximal to and northwest of the two older terminal moraines. In
fact, Hutton (1888) stated that moraines were not being deposited on or near the
innermost moraine, as the Hooker River carried away all sediments. Based on Hutton's
(1888) description of the Mueller Glacier forefield, this prominent, unvegetated moraine
with the M-28 and M-29 lichen sites did not exist in AD 1888, nor was it in the process
of being deposited.
A readvance of Mueller Glacier began in AD 1888 (Gellatly, 1992a). By AD
1896 enough ice had built up over Hooker River to allow sheep to cross again onto
Hooker Flats, as Fitzgerald (1896, p. 112) observed shepherds:
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.drove their sheep as far as the snout of the Hooker Glacier. The glacier
served as a bridge to carry the flock to the other side of the stream where
they are left to feed upon the scanty snowgrass during the summer
months" (Gellatly (1982a) noted that in many old accounts Mueller
Glacier was referred to incorrectly as Hooker Glacier. Fitzgerald (1896)
very likely made this mistake here).
'I..

The changing margin of Mueller Glacier was also documented by T. N. Brodrick,
a government surveyor sent to prepare topographic maps of the Mount Cook region (Fig.
20). He surveyed the Mueller district in AD 1889, recording the terminal face of Mueller
Glacier in detail during this initial survey, and again in AD 1890 (Brodrick, 1890, 1894,
1905). In AD 1889 the ice terminus was about 160 m upstream of the southern wirebridge across Hooker River. In AD 1890, the terminus retreated to 200-220 m from the
southern wire-bridge (Kinsey, 1890; Fig. 21). In AD 1890, Brodrick (1890) surveyed in a
small moraine hillock between the AD 1889 and 1890 terminal positions. Therefore, this
hillock was deposited between AD 1889 and 1890 either during a small readvance during
that period or during a stillstand of the glacier as it retreated. The moraine hillock is about
160 m northwest of the southern wire-bridge across Hooker River according to the survey
map (Figs. 22-24). This location corresponds to the lakeside moraine in the Mueller
forefield, with lichen sites M-28 and M-29. A compass map that Brodrick drew in his
field notebook of the Mueller Glacier forefield on October 11", 1890 (Brodrick, 1890;
Fig. 25) marks the position of the moraine hillock and has notes about a 'lead moraine'.
The lead moraine without vegetation except for "weeds here and there" (Brodrick, 1890)
is here interpreted to be the moraine with lichen sites M-30 and M-50 in the Central Arm
of the Memorial Area. The lakeside moraine can also be seen in two photographs taken
by Kinsey in AD 1895 (Kinsey, 1895; Fig. 26) and Ross in AD 1896 (Ross, 1896; Fig.
27).
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Brodrick (1890) also surveyed the northeastern face of the Mueller terminus (Fig.
28). Based on the location of the ice margin drawn on Brodrick’s maps (Figs. 22-24), ice
still occupied the Northern Lobe area in AD 1890. A photograph confirms that the
terminus near the Northern Lobe was still quite high in AD 1896 (Kinsey, 1896, Fig. 29).
This photograph also shows the position of Hooker River in AD 1896 when it entered
Mueller Valley.
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Figure 28. A compass map Brodrick drew in his field notebook of the northeastern
margin of the Mueller Glacier terminus on October ll"', 1890 (Brodrick, 1890). The
northern lateral moraine, ice margin, and Hooker River are marked on this map. See
Figure 16 for specific area of Mueller Valley depicted in photograph.
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Beginning in AD 1889 (Brodrick, l890), certain boulders on the surface of
Mueller Glacier were numbered and their positions recorded. In succeeding years, the
changing positions of these boulders were recorded by Brodrick (1894, 1905; Figs. 22
and 23), Baker (1891), and Ross (1892; Fig. 24), who among them constructed four
different maps of the changing positions of the numbered boulders. All four show the AD
1889 and 1890 positions of the Mueller Glacier terminus mapped by Brodrick (1890).
Marshall (1907, p. 289) traversed Mueller Glacier in 1905 and noted two main
outwash channels:
"...at the present day the Mueller Glacier has a second outlet. The main
stream flows from its terminal face; but a mile above this there is an outlet
through the southern lateral moraine. Down this channel torrents of water
flow in continuous wet weather after the glacier has filled up".
I believe that the second outlet refers to the stream channel draining the Kea Lobe area. If

so, the ice margin must have been at least as high as the surface of Kea Lobe in order for
meltwater from Mueller Glacier to drain through this outlet. A photograph by Thomas
Pringle in AD 1905 shows the Mueller Glacier terminus close to its position of the AD
1890s (Pringle, 1905; Fig. 30). Gellatly (1982a) interpreted the passage by Marshall
(1907) and the photograph by Pringle (1905) to indicate a slight advance of the glacier
terminus. While possible, there is insufficient evidence to validate this claim. Today,
there is no recognizable moraine in the central area of Mueller Glacier forefield that can
be attributed to this advance.
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In 1913 the old Hermitage, located alongside White Horse Hill, was destroyed by
a flood from Kea Lobe. Frida du Faur (1915, p. 123) described the event:
In fine weather there is a tiny lake at the junction of the Kea Point and
the old grass-covered moraine besides which the Hermitage is built. The
lake is usually only a few feet deep, and sometimes dries up altogether.
The last fornight's deluge, besides being of considerable volume itself,
was a warm rain that had melted the snow in all directions; these
conditions caused the lake, which is a well that receives a large portion of
the lake drainage of the Mueller Moraine, to rise about 20 feet, then the
pressure of the water burst the bank of the moraine separating the lake
from the valley".
'I

Mueller Glacier was already in retreat by AD 1913 (Gellatly, 1982a). The location of the
old Hermitage is shown in a map by E.A. Fitzgerald in AD 1896 (Fig. 31). Photographs
from the late 19'' century through to the present-day indicate that, once it began in the late
AD 1800s and early AD 1900, collapse of the glacier proceeded with few interruptions
(Table 3 in Gellatly, 1984). Initially Mueller Glacier downwasted, losing significant
volume. The terminus itself did not retreat quickly, but remained fairly stationary through
the AD 1910s. Photographs taken by F.G. Radcliffe about AD 1910 show the Mueller
Glacier terminus close to its position of the AD 1890s (Radcliffe, 1910-1919a,b; Figs. 32
and 33).
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There are few historical records of Hooker Glacier. One of the earliest
photographs of the glacier margin was taken in AD 1888 by E. Wheeler of Christchurch
(Wheeler, 1888; Fig. 34). Hutton (1888) reported that E. Wheeler photographed the
Mueller and Hooker Glaciers in AD 1888. In AD 1888 the Hooker River outlet was in the
same position it is today, namely on the southwestern margin of the glacier forefield
(Wheeler, 1888). Hooker Glacier reached higher up on valley sides in AD 1888,
compared to its position shown in a photograph by F.G. Radcliffe about AD 1910
(Radcliffe, 1910-1919c; Fig. 35). Therefore, Hooker Glacier downwasted between AD
1888 and AD 1910.
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A sketch map made by H.G. Wright in AD 1884 of Hooker Valley affords

excellent information about the vegetation present at that time (Wright, 1884). In
particular, burnt areas in the Hooker Glacier forefield are marked (Fig. 36). A photograph
by A.S. Sutton-Turner (1884-1913) of White Horse Hill taken around AD 1910 shows

the entire slope covered with burnt vegetation (Fig. 37).
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V. Chronology of Mueller and Hooker Morphosequences

Lichenometry
Lichenometry is defined as the use of lichens to estimate the relative and absolute
ages of substrates on which they are growing. Lichenometry is applied in this study for
two main purposes: 1) to correlate substrates by comparing lichen size or cover, regarded
as a relative dating technique, and 2) to date surfaces by creating a lichen growth curve
that relates lichen size to age, regarded as an absolute dating method. The Fixed Area
Largest Lichen or FALL lichenometry method used in this study was adapted from Bull
and Brandon (1998). The FALL method requires the measurement of the longest axis of
the largest lichen in each of 100 or more sampling sites of approximately the same area
on a given morphologic feature (Bull and Brandon, 1998).
The FALL method is thought to average out the effects of locally variable
colonization times and growth rates, taxonomic misidentification, and measurements of
inherited lichens and composite thalli of merged lichens (Bull and Brandon, 1998). With
the large sample sizes required for the FALL method, evaluation of possible snowlull and
firekill events at lichenometry sites is also possible. Six factors are considered necessary
in order to use the FALL method of lichenometry to date geomorphic events of the past

500 years (Bull and Brandon, 1998): 1) using digital calipers to make FALL
measurements in order to increase precision while reducing bias, 2) measuring the long
axis of elliptical thalli on the premise that they record optimal lichen growth, 3)
measuring only exposed lichens in order to reduce the effects of microclimate on growth
rates, 4)measuring large FALL data sets of greater than 100 measurements if possible, 5 )
calibrating lichen growth rates with control sites dated to the year or day, and 6 )
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determining the spatial validity for calibration of lichen growth rates by comparing FALL
distributions on substrates formed at the same time at different altitudes and climate
settings and on varying rock lithologies.
The FALL method was developed for use on landslides and rockfall deposits in
order to date and estimate the magnitude of paleoseismic events in the South Island of
New Zealand (Bull and Brandon, 1998). The lichenometry measurements reflect the
timing of the landslide or rockfall event (Bull and Brandon, 1998). In the study reported
here, the FALL lichenometry method is adapted for use on glacial geomorphic features.
The FALL lichenometry measurements reflect the age of deposition. In some areas, the
FALL measurements may not indicate the true age due to post-depositional alteration of
the moraines. These alterations include settling of ice-cored moraines, slumping of
moraines, and glaciofluvial erosion. However, with careful geomorphic mapping, the
areas of post-depositional alteration were largely avoided.
The study reported here was conducted in the general region of the South Island
where Bull and Brandon (1998) developed their lichen growth curve for the Rhizocarpon
subgenus Rhizocarpon lichens (Fig. 38). Thus the same calibration curve that they
developed for rockfalls was also used to date moraines in the Hooker and Mueller
Valleys. The colonization times or growth rates of most species of Rhizocarpon subgenus

Rhizocarpons do not vary with substrate lithology and smoothness, mean annual
precipitation and temperature, or length of growing season (Bull and Brandon, 1998).
This precludes the need for the calibration of lichen growth for each individual study
area. Bull and Brandon (1998) estimated the variance associated with their lichen growth
curve, finding that sample sizes of 100 lichen measurements or more, had an error of f 6
years for the historical period of the last 150 yrs (Fig. 39).
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Figure 38. Best-fit solution for the lichen-growth equation showing the colonization
time, great growth phase, and linear growth phase (adapted from Fig. 16 of Bull and
Brandon, 1998).
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Figure 39. Calibration results for the lichen growth equation of Bull and Brandon (1998)
shown above in Fig. 38 (adapted from Fig. 20 in Bull and Brandon, 1998). Bull and
Brandon (1998) restricted the data to sites older than AD 1956 to ensure that the
calibration was entirely within the uniform-growth phase. Note that the heavy gray line in
parts A and C shows the 4-parameter growth curve of Fig. 15. A) Calibration using eight
historic calibration points spanning 150 years. The plot symbols are larger than the two
standard error uncertainties for age and FALL size. B) The 95 percent confidence interval
for an estimated lichenometry age using the calibration in part A. The contoured values
25, 100, and 500 refer to the number of FALL measurements used to estimate the FALL
peak to be dated. C) Calibration using a combined data set of 19 calibration points, both
historic and prehistoric, spanning a 1000 years. Error bars show the one standard error
uncertainties. D) The 95 percent confidence interval for an estimated lichenometry age.
The contoured values 25, 100, and 500 refer to the number of FALL measurements used
to estimate the FALL peak to be dated.
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Lichen Selection, Quality, and Measurement
The yellow-green Rhizocarpon subgenus Rhizocarpon is the slowest growing of
New Zealand lichens, and therefore is best suited for dating geomorphic surfaces (Bull
and Brandon, 1998). These lichens are also easily identified in the field, and they are
common in the alpine environments of the Mount Cook region. Although each section of
Rhizocarpon subgenus Rhizocarpon has many species, the majority of sections have

similar growth rates (Bull and Brandon, 1998). This precluded the need for laboratory
identification of each measured lichen (Bull and Brandon, 1998). The underlying
assumptions of the FALL measurements are that: 1) the largest lichen was the first to
colonize the boulder, 2) the lichen growth since deposition of the boulder has been
unconstrained, and 3) the rate of growth for each measured lichen is similar to the
average rate of Rhizocarpon subgenus Rhizocarpons lichens.
Most FALL measurements of the yellow-green Rhizocarpon subgenus
Rhizocarpon lichens were made with digital calipers (Fig. 40). Vernier calipers were used

only during rain storms. There are three main factors that need to be considered in lichen
measurements (Bull and Brandon, 1998): 1) is the lichen a single thallus or a composite
of several thalli? 2 ) are the margins, long axis, and degree of circularity of the thallus of a
good enough quality? And 3) is the substrate smooth and planar enough to allow a
precise measurement?
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Figure 40. A large, high-quality Rhizocarpon subgenus Rhizocarpon lichen being
measured with digital calipers. The longest diameter of the lichen is measured, including
the black shadow surrounding the lichen. The lichen pictured below is a quality 4 lichen,
growing in a circular shape on a flat surface, not in contact with other thalli, and not
degraded in its interior. This lichen is located on a large boulder of Torlesse greywacke
on the moraine with the H-31 site in the Hooker Glacier forefield.

The measured lichens were subjected to a quality rating from 1 to 5, modeled
after the system used by Bull and Brandon (1998), with 1 being the poorest quality and 5
the highest. Specific to this study, quality 5 represents a ideal lichen that is circular and
easy to measure, with a black encircling shadow and isolation from all other lichens. A
quality 4 lichen also has a high degree of circularity, is isolated, and features a largely
intact thallus with a black shadow. A quality 3 lichen has a medium degree of circularity,
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is isolated, and has a mostly distinguishable thallus with a black shadow. A quality 2
lichen has medium-to-low degree of circularity, is partially disintegrated, and has at least
half the circumference of the thallus distinguishable. A quality 1 lichen is considered too
poor to include in the data set. Generally, such poor lichens have less than half a thallus,
are extremely disintegrated, and are in contact with other lichens.
The FALL method requires a small fixed area for each lichen measurement site.
In this study, we set the minimum size to be a boulder that was 0.256 m or greater along
its intermediate axis. If the boulder was greater than 2.5 m2in area, the exposed surface of
the boulder was divided into smaller sample areas of 2.5 m2 each. The largest single
lichen was measured in a fixed area in each of 100 sites along a transect of a geomorphic
feature such as a moraine.
A slight variation of the FALL lichenometric methodology was used for the first

57 of the 82 sample sites in the Mueller forefield. The longest axis of the largest lichen on
each of 100 or more blocks was measured when possible. However, lichens were
measured on every rock, regardless of size. There was no defined fixed area. Therefore, a
small bias towards sampling larger lichens was introduced. Five sites dated using this
slightly modified FALL method were remeasured using the FALL method of Bull and
Brandon (1998). The mean quantitative difference between the two methods is 2.24 mm,
which corresponds to an age of 12 to 14 years using the linear portion of the Bull and
Brandon (1998) growth curve. The difference is small, and close to the average 9.3
year/mm calculated variance associated with most site measurements (the variance for
each site was calculated). Therefore, the quantitative difference between the two
variations of the FALL lichenometric method is negligible. The FALL lichenometry
method outlined above was used for the rest of the study at Mueller and Hooker Glaciers.
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The lichen measurements themselves can introduce a source of error. Digital
calipers were used to reduce this error. Bull and Brandon (1998) found that the
measurement-related standard deviation of 0.47 mm from a single operator using digital
calipers is equivalent to a variation of 2.8 years, using their growth rate. This is an
insignificant and acceptable level of error. The use of digital calipers also reduces bias
introduced by the individual operators when making lichen measurements. An operator
does not know the size of the thallus until after the measurement is made and the value
read from the caliper. On the other hand, measurements with rulers and dial calipers are
not as precise as those with digital calipers. They also introduce a bias for thallus size
when the operator estimates the value from the instruments. A k l m m reading error was
estimated for ruler measurements (Bull and Brandon, 1998), which is a significant level
of error for slow-growing lichens. Calipers must be maintained in good working
condition in order to ensure continuing precision of measurements. Therefore, the
calipers were oiled every 2-3 days, ensuring ease of movement of the components.
Replicate experiments were conducted to estimate individual operator error, as
well as variations in measurements among operators. Each of these experiments was
conducted at several different locations and at various times. The data were tested for
significant variance between operator measurements using the Two-Sample KomogorovSmirnov Test (Table3). This statistical test searches for the maximum difference between
two samples. The test assesses the probability of finding a particular maximum difference
when the underlying distribution for each sample is the same. The first replication
experiment tested operator error by having operators measure two different samples
along the same transect of a channel. All operators were able to replicate their
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measurements, indicating consistency and precision in measurements for each individual
operator.

Table 3. Results of a replication experiment testing for significant variance in replicate
counts done by the same operator measuring the same transect in a channel. The TwoSample Komogorov-Smirnov Test was used, where Ho = two samples are the same and
Ha = two samples are not the same. If the P-Values are below 0.05, then Ha is concluded
and the two samples tested are significantly different from each other.

Site Number
C-59-6 1

Landform
Abandoned
outwash channel

Operator

P-Value

Colby vs. Colby

0.7096

Significantly
Different
No

Jessica vs. Jessica
Katie vs. Katie

0.6863
0.3783

No
No

The second replication experiment tested the variation among operators at three
different locations (Table 4). Each operator measured the same area of a moraine or an
outwash channel. For the C-59-61 and M-54 lichen sites, only the measurements of the
operator Katie are significantly different. However, for the G-1 lichen site, the
measurements of the operator Jessica are significantly different from the those of the
other operators. There is not a systematic difference between one particular operator and
the other operators, implying that the lichenometric data collection was not standardized.
The maximum difference between two significantly different operators is 10.66 mm. To
correct for differences in data collection, Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) tests were run
on each site. If the measurements taken by a specific operator were found to be
significantly different from the others, then that operator's measurements were removed
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from the data set. ANOVA tests were also used to account for variations in slope stability
and surface exposure, described in a later section.

Table 4. Results of a replication experiment testing for significant variance between
operators measuring the same section of a landform. The Two-Sample KomogorovSmirnov Test was used, where Ho = the two samples are the same, and Ha = the two
samples are not the same. If the P-Values are below 0.05, then Ha is concluded and the
two samples tested are significantly different from each other.
Site Number
C-59-61

M-54

Landform
Abandoned
outwash channel

Older, moraine
fragment

~

G- 1

Young, distinct
moraine ridge

Operators

P-Value

Colby vs. Katie

0.0194

Significantly
Different
Yes

Colby vs. Jessica
Jessica vs. Katie
Adam vs. Colby

0.9185
0.5246
0.7088

No
No
No

Adam vs. Jessica
Adam vs. Katie
Colby vs. Jessica
Colbv vs. Katie
Jessica vs. Katie
Colby vs. Katie

0.2456
0.0001
0.1478
0.0001
0.0210
0.4695

No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No

Colby vs. Jessica
I Jessica vs. Katie

0.0061
0.0000

Yes
Yes
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Site Selection
Site selection is very important, as it has a large influence on the precision of age
estimates and hence on the resolution of closely spaced geomorphic events (Bull and
Brandon, 1998). Important factors that need to be considered include the diversity and
frequency of geomorphic processes, the lichen species and abundance present, the quality
of thalli, the smoothness of substrates, the sizes of rockfall or moraine blocks, and the
ability to recognize old blocks that were deposited beyond the time range of the FALL
lichenometry technique (Bull and Brandon, 1998). In addition, the distal side of moraines
are generally more stable than the proximal sides, because they have lower slope angles.
Sampling was concentrated as much as possible on these distal slopes. When the distal
slopes either are not available for sampling or else have an insufficient number of lichens,
sampling took place on the ridge crests and proximal slopes of the moraines. The
geomorphic maps created for Hooker and Mueller Valleys were used to select which
landforms should be sampled in order to create a relative and absolute chronology.
Significantly modified or heavily vegetated siteswere avoided. Modification of
moraine systems in glacial forelands can occur by subsidence of glacial ice-cores, by
fluvial erosion, by readvance of glaciers, by landslides, and by rockfalls. Some
geomorphic features are located very close together, and care must be taken when
choosing which boulders to sample. Lichens were measured only on the boulders that
were clearly associated with a specific geomorphic feature. One example of this is a
Hooker Glacier lateral moraine on the eastern valley wall (lichen site H-22) that is being
covered by an active alluvial fan (Fig. 41). It is commonly possible to discern which
boulders are part of the original deposit and which boulders have since fallen down from
the fan above, as the original boulders are weathered and embedded in the vegetation
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cover. A second example is of moraine that has been partially overrun by a readvance of
a glacier that deposited sediments over parts of the older moraine, such as the moraine
with the M-34 lichen site in the Mueller Glacier forefield (Figs. 42, 43). In this example,
there are sections of the moraines that are not in contact with each other. Differences in
weathering of the boulders and in the vegetation cover can also help to differentiate the
two moraines. FALL measurements were not taken where a clear distinction could not be
made between two landforms.

Figure 41. The H-22 lichen site is located on a lateral moraine in the Hooker forefield.
This lateral moraine is being covered by an active alluvial fan. However, the older
boulders deposited with the moraine can be distinguished from the younger boulders that
have fallen above because the older boulders are deeply embedded in the vegetative
cover. Only small portions of these older boulders are exposed. Measurements were made
only on these older boulders only to ensure accurate sampling of the moraine.
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Figure 42. Sketch of the M-50 and M-34 lichen sites, located on frontal moraines in the
Central Arm of the Memorial area in the Mueller forefield. The moraine with the M-34
lichen site was partially covered with a moraine deposited during a readvance of Mueller
Glacier. The moraine with lichen site M-50 was deposited during this readvance, and is
easily distinguishable from the overridden moraine as it is only lightly vegetated in
comparison with the older, moderately vegetated moraine. Only the easternmost section
of the overridden moraine with the M-34 lichen site remains undisturbed. Measurements
were restricted to the portions of the moraine clearly not in contact with, or having been
altered by, the larger and younger moraine with the M-50 lichen site. Figure sketched by
M.Y. Horesh.
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Figure 43. Cross-section of a partially overridden moraine adapted from Figure 8 of
KarlCn (1973). The initial moraine ridge was overrun by a glacier re-advance, during
which a younger moraine was deposited over the distal slope of the initial ridge.
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Statistical Analysis - FALL Method of Bull and Brandon (1998)
Bull and Brandon (1998) found that the FALL distributions from single-event
deposits (seismically induced rockfalls) commonly had one major bell-shaped peak. The
peak was normally distributed (Bull and Brandon, 1998). Probability density plots were
constructed for each FALL distribution. The mean and standard deviation of the peak was
determined using a peak-fitting program applied to the probability density plots. The
peak was interpreted to represent a geologic event - in most cases a seismic event. The
means from each major peak were used together with the growth curve constructed by
Bull and Brandon (1998) to determine the age of the seismic events that caused the
rockfall. Bull and Brandon (1998) appear to have considered each of the FALL
distributions for their calibration sites from the historical period (last 150 yrs) to have
formed during a single geological event, and therefore each distribution from a
calibration site had a single peak. The mean of that single peak was calculated and this
value was used to construct their growth curve.
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For some of their lichen sites, Bull and Brandon (1998) considered the large
variance in the FALL distrubutions to have resulted from a mixture of normal
distributions. Therefore, the large, bell-shaped peak was actually made up of several
smaller peaks in these broad lichen distribution. Probability density plots were
constructed for each FALL distribution, with Gaussian kernal sizes (defines the width of
the unit Gaussian used in constructing the plot) chosen specifically to minimize noise and
maximize the rockfall peaks. A peak-fitting program was then used to determine the
mean and standard deviation of each peak in the mulitmodal distribution (Bull and
Brandon, 1998). It was assumed that each smaller peak in these multimodal distributions
could be represented by a single Gaussian. The mean of each peak, used together with the
lichen growth curve, was interpreted to be the age of an individual seismically induced
rockfall event during which boulders were disturbed. The size of the peak was inferred to
be a function of the intensity of the seismic event at each site (Fig. 44).Several of the
FALL distributions of Bull and Brandon (1998) were skewed. This was interpreted to
give information about the life expectancy of lichens, illustrating that older lichen died at
a faster rate than younger lichens (Bull and Brandon, 1998).
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Figure 44. Probablility density plots of FALL sizes for lichens growing on moraine
slopes in the Mueller (A) and Tasman (B) forefields (reproduced from Fig. 3 in Bull and
Brandon, 1998). The vertical lines mark individual FALL peaks that are thought to
represent regional rockfall events that occurred at both sites.
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The data sets of FALL lichen measurements from forefields of both Mueller and
Hooker Glaciers collected during this study were predominantly multimodal. In
accordance with the Bull and Brandon (1998) interpretation of multimodal data sets, each
peak within a data set was assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution. A statistical
program, written by W.A. Halteman for S-Plus, separated out each individual peak in the
multimodal FALL distributions. The program randomly computed the mean, standard
deviation, and relative weighting of each peak. The weighted mean and standard
deviation for each data set were also calculated. All data sets from the Mueller and
Hooker Glacier forefields were analyzed using this program. The weighted mean for each
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complete data set was used together with the growth curve constructed by Bull and
Brandon (1998) to determine the age of the glacial geomorphic feature.
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) tests are tools for studying the statistical
relationship between a response variable (lichen diameters) and one or more explanatory
or predicator variables (aspect, operator) (Neter et al., 1996). ANOVA tests do not
require any assumptions about the nature of the statistical relation between the response
and the explanatory variables, nor do they require that the explanatory variables be
quantitative. Each data set was analyzed using ANOVA tests for significant differences
between the different explanatory variables (aspect and operator) and the response
variable (lichen diameters). If there were any significantly different explanatory
variables, such as a certain aspect or a particular operator, that variable was removed
from the FALL data set. The significantly different aspects or operators indicate
anomalous lichen growth conditions, including variations in slope stability and exposure
to the sun and wind.
The FALL method of Bull and Brandon (1998) was developed for assessing the
ages of rockfalls associated with seismic events. The FALL method was adopted in this
study for assessing the age of glacial geomorphic landforms fronting Mueller and Hooker
Glaciers. The geomorphic landforms are not formed during a rapid 'single-event' such as
a rockfall. Rockfalls occur abruptly, whereas the moraines were deposited while the ice
margin was in a particular position for some length of time. Many of the moraines were
formed during a single advance or stillstand of the glacier margin, but over a greater
period of time than the rockfalls. Those moraines that were affected by multiple
advances, or that were subsequently altered by fluvial erosion, were identified through
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geomorphic mapping of the forefield of the two glaciers (see attached geomorphic map;
Fig. 13).
The major point of the following discussion is that the individual peaks that
emerge from the lichen data sets are not used in the same manner of Bull and Brandon
(1998). Rather, an overall mean of the lichen population, either a weighted mean or a
gumbel mean, was used to calculate the lichen numbers for each distribution. The
presence of perched boulders, multiple peaks in former outwash channels, and anomalous
peaks in a historically dated moraine led to conclusion that individual peaks do not
represent specific geologic events.
Perched boulders occur on moraines in the Hooker and Classen forefields (Figs. 9,
45; personal communication 2001, K. Schoenenberger and T.V. Lowell). The perched
boulders were deposited directly by glacier ice, which subsequently melted away. The
presence of precariously perched boulders on relatively old and distinct moraine ridges
implies that these moraines have not experienced significant shaking movement during
any seismic events subsequent to their formation. Therefore, the individual peaks found
in the multimodal data sets for Hooker and Mueller Glacier forefields cannot represent

individual seismic events of varying magnitude, as assumed by Bull and Brandon (1998)
for their data sets.
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Many of the moraines were (and some still are) ice-cored. As the ice melted, the
moraines settled accordingly. Geomorphic analyses of the structure of the moraines
inidcated that the majority of these features formed at one time, and subsequently have
not been significantly disturbed. It is possible to distinguish in the field those glacial
landforms that have experienced alterations, and the lichen sites were chosen to be on a
single feature of the same geomorphic age (Figs. 13, 14). Therefore, the multimodal
distributions cannot be attributed to multiple times of formation.
Distributions of FALL data from sites located in former stream channels were
also multimodal (Fig. 46). Former stream channels within a glacial sequence are singleage events such as a rockfall. Once water flow ceases, lichens can colonize blocks on the
channel floor. If water begins flowing again in the channel, any lichens growing on the
boulders in the channel will die. There is no stabilization factor, because the original
topography of channel floors is fairly flat. The channel with the H-11 lichen site occurs
inside, and is therefore younger than, the proximal margin of the lateral moraine with the
perched boulder (Fig. 45). Therefore, the peaks in the H-11 FALL data set cannot be
attributed to seismically induced disturbances of the boulders on which the lichens grew.
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Figure 46. Frequency plot of the measurements from the H-11 lichen site located in an
abandoned outwash channel. The H-11 distribution is clearly multimodal. This site is
located closer to the Hooker ice margin, and consequently is younger than, the high
lateral moraine that features a perched boulder on its surface. Therefore, seismic activity
cannot have caused the peaks seen in this distribution.
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A further argument against the individual peaks in multimodal FALL distributions
being caused by seismic activity comes from a site on a historically dated moraine. The
M-28 site is on a moraine has been dated between AD 1890 and AD 1905 through
historical documents listed previously (Kinsey, 1895; Ross, 1896; Brodrick, 1905 Fig. 23,
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26, 27). This site is multimodal, with three of the six peaks (Peaks 4-6) having ages that
are older than AD 1890 using the growth curve of Bull and Brandon (1998; Table 6, Fig.
47). Such literal application of each peak to the lichen growth curve of Bull and Brandon
(1998) gives ages that are too old. Therefore, these peaks cannot reflect seismic events
that would have to have occurred before the moraine was deposited in AD 1890.

Table 5 . The weighted mean and standard deviation for the multimodal FALL
distribution from the M-62 lichen site, located on a historically dated moraine. The
moraine was deposited between AD 1890 and AD 1905 according to survey maps,
written accounts, and numerous photographs of the glacier margin during this time
(Fitzgerald, 1896; Marshall, 1907; Gellatly, 1982a; Fig. 18, 22, 23). This FALL data set
has six peaks, numbered 1 - 6. Peak 1 has the smallest mean and is therefore interpreted
to be the youngest peak. Peak 6 has the largest mean and is the oldest peak. Using a
literal interpretation of the Bull and Brandon (1998) approach of assuming that each peak
indicates a geologic event, Peaks 4, 5 , and 6 correspond to periods of formation prior to
AD 1890-1905, and are therefore older than the historical age of the moraine. Peak 6 is
approximately 78 years older, Peak 5 is 44 years older, and Peak 4 is 21 years older than
the true age of the moraine. Peaks 4,5 and 6 clearly cannot represent seismic events as
the boulders on the moraine were not yet deposited by that time. Peaks 4, 5 and 6 also do
not represent periods of stabilization or any other form of alteration of the moraines as
again, the moraines did not exist. Therefore, I conclude these peaks do not represent
geologic events.

Peak Weighted Standard
Mean Deviation

1
2
31

4
5
61

11.22
16.01
19.67)
23.89
27.32
32.52)

2.23
1.14
1.031
0.831
0.911
3.781

Age (years AD)
Composite
based on growth curve
Weight
from Bull and Brandon,
(1998)
23
0.15
32
0.21
35)
0.23
1869
251
0.17
1846
191
0.13
1812
161
0.11

n

j

123

(+/- Years

l
6
25

Figure 47. Probability density plot of the multimodal M-28 site on a moraine historically
dated to AD 1890-1905 (Fitzgerald, 1896; Marshall, 1907; Gellatly, 1982).
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The Bull and Brandon (1998) method of analysis of the FALL measurements
requires that each peak in the mulitmodal data set represents a specific coseismic rockfall
event or are in a series of multiple ice advances. Each peak is assumed to be normally
distributed. However, as demonstrated above, these multiple peaks are not a result of
geologic processes. The peaks could represent a biological process such as varying
growth rates of lichens within a population, variation in the post-depositional
modification of the glacial feature that affects lichen colonization or, as discussed below,
an artifact of the sampling procedure. Therefore, instead of an individual peak, the

weighted mean for the entire FALL data set was used in this study, together with the
growth curve of Bull and Brandon (1998), to determined the age of the geomorphic
features (Tables A . l and B.l). Bull and Brandon (1998) gave the impression that each of
their lichen calibration sites had a single peak, and they used the mean of the single peak
from each of their young lichen calibration sites to construct the historical portion of the
lichen growth curve. Bull and Brandon (1998) did not seem to encounter multimodal
distributions for the calibration sites dating to the historical period. The use of a single
overall peak for each of the lichen sites in the Mueller and Hooker forefields, instead of
the mean of each individual peak to calculate the age of the landforms, is therefore
comparable to the approach of Bull and Brandon (1998) for the young portion of their
curve. The unfiltered FALL measurements from the historically dated AD 1890 moraine
(lichen site M-62) have a weighted mean of 20.6k0.7 mm. This mean corresponds to an
age of deposition of AD 189024. Using the weighted mean of the FALL distributions
together with the growth curve of Bull and Brandon (1998) appears to result in an
accurate age of the moraines.

Statistical Analysis - Modified FALL Method
The major assumptions of the original FALL method were re-examined, leading
to a different interpretation of FALL measurements on Holocene moraines. It was
assumed that if the largest lichen was the first to colonize a boulder, the subsequent
lichen growth and colonization were unconstrained and the growth rate for each lichen
measured was similar to the average rate of the Rtzizocnrpoiz subgenus Rhizocarpon
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lichens. Therefore, it is possible that the lichens on a single boulder are a representative
sample of the total lichen population of a moraine.
Lichen colonization of a boulder probably occurs either continuously, or in pulses
following the initial colonization period, as demonstrated by the wide range of lichen
diameters found on most boulders. Many lichens observed on boulders on the Mueller
and Hooker moraines were barely large enough to be seen by eye. Other lichens were
noted growing over older, larger lichens. This implies that boulders on the moraines may
have experienced more than one pulse of lichen colonization. However, there are
insufficient data to determine whether lichen colonization occurred continuously or in
pulses.
There is not enough information about the biological controls of lichen
colonization to make the assumption that lichens inhabited an area uniformly. However,
field observations do not support the concept of uniform colonization. Boulders on
individual glacial geomorphic features in the Mueller and Hooker forefields do not have
identical lichen covers. Bull and Brandon (1998) found that the microclimate, involving
shelter from the sun and wind, had large effects on the lichen growth rates. These same
microclimatic factors could also have affected the colonization pattern of lichens. On a
typical moraine in the Mueller and Hooker forefields, some boulders have no lichens,
whereas others located nearby have fairly dense populations. Thus, there is clearly an
uneven distribution of lichens on boulder surfaces. Although lichens colonized the
boulders unevenly due to such random environmental influences or to unknown
biological factors, it is likely that the Hooker and Mueller forefields were exposed to the
same amounts of lichen spores at the same times. If all the lichens on a boulder are
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measured, and the samples pooled for a selection of the boulders, a distribution of the
lichen population will be obtained for a specific geomorphic feature. The distribution of
lichen population may be a mixture of normals (as implied by Bull and Brandon (1998)
for the FALL distributions), or even normal with a large variance. The implication is that
in each area (or boulder), there is a single population of lichens. We see this in our data,
as tests done on single boulders show single peaks (Fig.48). However, our sampling
technique, in which only the largest lichen measurement from each boulder is combined
with other largest lichen measurements from other boulders on the same moraine, leads to
an extreme-value distribution.
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Figure 48. Histogram with overlying density plot of lichen measurements from a single
boulder from Classen forefield (data kindly provided by K. Shoenenberger and T.V.
Lowell, University of Cincinnati). The longest diameter of every lichen was measured on
this surface. The dimensions of this boulder surface are approximately 6.75 x 2.40 m. The
boulder is located between small frontal moraine remnants on the valley floor. This
boulder could not have been deposited as rockfall from the valley walls because of its
position far out on the valley floor. The size and position of this boulder clearly indicate
that it has not moved since being deposited by Classen Glacier. The distribution of the
lichen measurements is log normal. There is only one major peak in this distribution.
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The Gumbel is one of several extreme value distributions used by hydrogeologists
and engineers for analysis of a series of floods droughts. The cumulative distribution
function is:

F(x; a, PI = exp(-e - (x-a)@1,
where

-00

<a< 00 and P > 0, is called the Gumbel distribution (Mood et al., 1974). The

Gumbel distribution appears as a limiting distribution in the theory of extreme-value
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statistics. We used a sampling technique similar to the analysis of floods when we made
FALL lichen measurements. We recorded the largest lichen diameter in a specific area on

a boulder surface. We repeated this for approximately 100 separate areas (or boulders).
Therefore, we collected

- 100 extreme

values for each geomorphic landform. The

assumptions associated with the Gumbel distribution in this study area are that: 1) a
random process produced a population of observations, 2) the sampling process collects
samples and extracts the maximum value from each, and 3) the number of observations in
each sample is large. The data from each transect were analyzed to see if they followed
the Gumbel distribution by testing whether a Q-Q plot of the data against quantiles from
a Gumbel distribution produced a straight line. The Gumbel mean for each FALL transect
was then calculated and used to estimate the relative age of a depositional event. Not
enough calibration points were measured in this study to construct a growth curve for use
with the Gumbel means for each lichen population on a geomorphic landform. Therefore,
only a relative chronology of landforms could be constructed. The lichens have a life
expectancy of about 500-1000 years (Bull and Brandon, 1998). Therefore the chronology
constructed for sampled Mueller and Hooker moraines is limited to 1000 years or
younger.
The data sets follow the Gumbel extreme value distribution and are not normally
distributed as concluded by Bull and Brandon (1998). Therefore, the multiple peaks
recorded by the FALL measurements are artifacts of the sampling technique. The
multiple peaks seen in the FALL data sets from the glacial landforms are not produced by
either a geological or biological process, but by selectively sampling the extreme values
of a lichen population.
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FALL Chronology of Mueller Morphosequences
An important test for the consistency of the FALL method is to determine

whether the lichen measurements from each of the sites reflect the relative age of the
morphosequences determined from field mapping. The means for the FALL lichen sites
from the various glacial geomorphic features in Mueller forefield correspond reasonably
well to the relative ages of the morphosequences (Figs. 49-55; Table Al). With only a
few exceptions, the means are largest on the outermost morphsequences, and become
progressively smaller on morphosequences closer to the present-day glacier margin.
There are four separate chronologic maps for the Mueller forefield. Figure 50
shows the unfiltered weighted means (data sets not split using ANOVA tests) plotted at
each lichen site. Figure 51 illustrates the ages of the landforms based on the unfiltered
weighted means from each lichen site, used together with the lichen growth curve of Bull
and Brandon (1998). The data sets for each of these lichen sites are unfiltered. Figure 52
shows the means of the glacial landforms determined after the data sets have been filtered
using ANOVA tests. The ANOVA tests filtered out the effects of slope instability and
exposure to elements such as the sun and wind. The filtered chronology is regarded as the
most accurate representation of ages of moraines and channels in the Mueller forefield.
The fourth map (Fig. 53) shows the ages of the glacial landforms once the data set has
been filtered. For all chronologies, Morphosequence M-A1 is considered to be beyond
the range of lichenometry and therefore remains undated. Morphosequence M-A2 was
not sample because of the heavy vegetation cover and evidence from historical accounts
that the WHH area burned in the early 1900s (Fig. 37). The moraine belt of
Morphosequence M-B crosscuts the moraines in the White Horse Hill area
(Morphosequence MA-2). If the WHH moraines were deposited during the LIA, they
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were formed prior to

- AD 1740, which is the approximate age of the outermost moraine

ridge in Morphosequence M-B.

Unfiltered FALL Chronolow of Mueller Morphosequences
The moraine complex of Morphosequence M-B is a large, broad feature with
many surface ridges. This complex is the outermost feature on the Mueller forefield that
can be dated with lichenometry. The outer ridge on the M-B moraine complex is dated to
about AD 1740-1775 (means = 38.3-42.8 mm) (Figs. 50 and 51, Table 6). This outer
ridge exhibits the largest lichen diameters in the Kea Lobe, White Horse Spillover,
Memorial, and Eastern Margin areas. The innermost ridge of the moraine complex has
smaller means, and was deposited in the early AD 1800s (means = 31.5-38.8 mm). The
Mueller Glacier terminus was at the Morphsequence M-B position for approximately 30
to 50 years, an extended period reflected by the complex geomorpholgy of the
Morphosequence M-B moraine belt in the Western and Central Arms of the Memorial
area. The implication is that, during the deposition of the Morphosequence M-B moraine
belt between AD 1750 and AD 1818, the Mueller Glacier terminus was at its outermost
extent of the LIA.
Morphosequence M-C can not be distinguished from Morphosequence M-B by
lichenometry. The moraine fragments sampled in the Central Arm of the Memorial area
have varying ages of deposition, ranging from AD 1786 to AD 1832 (means = 29.5 to
36.6 mm). The moraine fragments from Morphosequence M-C have all been exposed to
glaciofluvial erosion, which on parts of the moraine fragments may have reset the ages of
lichens to the time of the latest period of erosion. In the Eastern Margin area, the moraine
fragments range in age from AD 1740 to AD 1837 (means = 43.5 to 28.8 mm). Historical
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records indicate that the Eastern Margin area was ice covered as late as AD 1862 (Haast,
1879). Therefore, the hummocky terrain in the northern part of the Eastern Margin area
was deglaciated after AD 1862.

However, the age of deposition determined by

lichenometry is AD 1740. This anomalous age could be the result of an accelerated
pocket of lichen growth on the hummocky terrain, or possibly due to a very short
stabilization period of flatter hummocky terrain compared to moraine ridges. Pockets of
accelerated lichen growth on glacial geomorphic landforms are not common, and appear
to be limited to small hollows. One other such pocket was identified in the Hooker
forefield (site H-31).
There is a clear difference in the ages of Morphosequences M-B and M-D. FALL
means from sites on the Morphosequence M-D moraine belt in the Central Arm of the
Memorial, Eastern Margin, Kea Lobe, and White Horse Spillover areas reflect an age of
deposition between AD 1825 and AD 1840 (means = 28.2 to 30.5 mm). A reconstruction
of the Mueller Glacier margin in the Central Arm of the Memorial area from records of
Haast's visit in AD 1862 (Haast, 1879), shows that the M-D moraine complex had
already been deposited by that time. Most of the lichenometry results for the Central Arm
area are in accordance with historical records.
Lichen sites on the Morphosequence M-E moraine complex in the Central Arm of
the Memorial area and in the Northern Lobe area show an age of deposition of these
ridges and ice-contact terraces of about AD 1868 to AD 1890 (means = 21.0 to 24.2 mm).
The Eastern Margin area yielded a wide range of ages of deposition from AD 1853 to AD
1941 (means = 13.0 to 26.2 mm) for the glacial features of Morphosequence M-E. This
result was expected, because historical documents (Radcliffe, 1910-1919) indicate that
the Hooker River oscillated throughout the Morphosequence M-E section of the Eastern
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Margin area during the late AD 1800s to at least the AD 1920s, and possibly even later
(Gellatly, 1982b).
The Morphosequence M-F moraine has an age of deposition of AD 1912 (17.3
mm). This fits well in comparison to the M-E Morphosequence, whose glacial features
were deposited around AD 1884 to AD 1904 (means =21.0 to 24.2 mm). The means of
the lichen sizes become progressively smaller closer to the glacier margin. These
lichenometry results also correspond well with known historical observations of the
Mueller Glacier terminus (Gellatly, 1982a; Radcliffe, 1910-1919).

Filtered FALL Chronolonv of Mueller Morphosequences Using. ANOVA Tests
A chronology was constructed with data from lichen sites that were first filtered
with ANOVA tests described earlier. Lichen means from operators that sampled unstable

portions of moraine slopes, or from lichens facing a particular aspect that led to
anomalous growth conditions on the boulders, were removed. Instability and excessive
exposure lead to slower growth of lichens or an inability for lichens to colonize an area.
A chronology filtered for these variations in growth conditions generally yields
maximum age estimates for deposition of glacial features.
The filtered chronology is not very different from the unfiltered chronology. In
general, the filtered FALL ages are older than the filtered ages by about 10 to 20 years
(means = 2 to 3 mm) (Fig. 52, 53; Table A l ) . The outer ridge on the M-B moraine
complex has the largest lichens in the Kea Lobe, White Horse Spillover, Memorial, and
Eastern Margin areas, and is dated to AD 1729 to AD 1771 (means = 45.0 to 36.4 mm),
with most ages centered around AD 1740 to AD 1750. The filtered chronology indicates
that Mueller Glacier terminus was most extended about AD 1740 to AD 1750. The
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innermost moraine of the Morphosequence M-B belt was formed around AD 1788 to AD
1818 (means = 36.2 to 31.5 mm), with most of the ages about AD 1790 to AD 1800. As

in the case of the unfiltered FALL chronology, the Mueller terminus was extended to the

Morphosequence M-B moraine belt for approximately 50 years.
Morphosequence M-C moraine belt cannot be distinguished from either the M-B
or the M-D Morphosequences on the basis of the filtered chronology. The ages of the
sites range from AD 1788 to AD 1821 (means = 36.7 to 31.1 mm), with no noticeable
trend. Disturbance of the sampled moraine segments is a possible reason for the large
range of ages. There is a clear age difference between Morphosequences M-B and M-D.
The Morphosequence M-D moraine belt were deposited between AD 1800 to AD 1840
(means = 34.4 to 28.2 mm), with most of the ages clustered around AD 1820 to AD 1850.
The filtered lichenometry results are in accordance with the position of the Mueller
Glacier margin in AD 1862, constructed by Gellatly (1982a) for the Central Arm area
from accounts by Haast (1879).
The Morphosequence M-E moraine complex in the Central arm of the Memorial
area and in the Northern Lobe area has an age of AD 1868 to AD 1892 (means = 23.1 to
21.0 mm). The lakeside moraine in the Central Arm area is historically dated to AD 1890

(Broderick, 1890, Gellatly, 1982a), and the ages from measurements at lichen sites on
this moraine are AD 186856 (mean = 23.1k0.9 mm) and AD 188855 (mean = 21.0k0.7
mm). The Morphosequence M-F moraine is the innermost in the Mueller forefield, and
appropriately has a recent age of AD 1919 (mean = 16.4 mm). Overall, the filtered FALL
lichenometry method affords moraine ages that correspond well with those derived from
historical records.
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Gumbel Chronology of Mueller Momhosequences
The Gumbel and FALL means for the Mueller forefield are nearly identical for
both the filtered and unfiltered lichen data sets. The Gumbel means are slightly larger
than the FALL means (Figs. 54, 5 5 ; Table A2). The difference between the Gumbel and
FALL means for individual sites is only 0.15-0.2 mm. Because a lichen growth curve was
not constructed for Gumbel means, absolute ages cannot be assigned to the landforms.
Therefore the Gumbel moraine chronology is relative. The same morphosequences were
registered using Gumbel means, as were found using means from the FALL method. The
means for individual lichen sites were similar for the two methods. Therefore, the
chronology described for the FALL results, as well as the manner in which the FALL
means from each lichen site relate to the morphosequences of the Mueller forefield, is the
same as that for the Gumbel means, but the age assignment awaits a suitable calibration
curve. A description of how the FALL means (both filtered and unfiltered) from the
lichen sites in the Mueller forefield relate to the morphosequences is given in the sections
above. The same descriptions apply for the Gumbel means of both the filtered and the
unfiltered data sets. Even though the Gumbel means are so similar to the FALL means,
they were derived from very different statistical distributions. Therefore, the growth
curve of Bull and Brandon (1998), constructed for FALL lichen measurements analyzed
as normal distributions, cannot be used with lichen data sets analyzed using the Gumbel
distribution. Only the relative chronologies (Gumbel and FALL) can be compared. They
give nearly identical results.
For the unfiltered Gumbel chronology, Morphosequence M-B is characterized by
Gumbel means of 38.5 to 42.9 mm on the outer ridge, and Gumbel means of 31.6 to 34.0
mm on the inner ridge. Morphosequence M-C cannot be distinguished from
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Morphosequences M-B or M-D by unfiltered Gumbel means. The Morphosequence M-D
moraine belt has Gumbel means of 28.3 to 30.6 mm. Morphosequence M-E has Gumbel
means of 21.1 to 24.2 mm, and the Morphosequence M-F moraine has a Gumbel mean of
17.4 mm.
In the filtered Gumbel chronology, lichen sites on the Morphosequence M-B
moraine belt have Gumbel means of 45.2 to 39.0 mm on the outer ridge, and Gumbel
means of 36.5 to 31.6 mm on the inner ridge. Morphosequence M-C cannot be
distinguished from either Morphosequence M-B or Morphosequence M-D by filtered
Gumbel means. Morphosequence M-C has Gumbel means ranging from 36.9 to 31.3 mm.
The Morphosequence M-D moraine belt has Gumbel means of 34.4 to 28.3 mm. The
sites on the Morphosequence M-E moraine complex have Gumbel means between 23.3
and 21.1 mm, and the Morphosequence M-F moraine has a Gumbel mean of 16.4 mm.
The lichenometry results from the Mueller forefield are summarized in Table 6. Figure 56
illustrates the oscillations of the Mueller terminus during the main phase of the LIA as
derived from these lichenometry results and from the geographic position of the dated
morphosequences.
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Table 6. Ages and means determined from lichenometry of the morphosequences in the
Mueller forefield. The filtered (highlighted in bold) FALL and Gumbel chronologies are
considered to be the best estimates of lichen means and ages for each morphosequence.
The ages of the morphosequences were determined using the FALL means, together with
the growth curve of Bull and Brandon (1998).
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Figure 56. Oscillations of the Mueller Glacier terminus during the main phase of the
LIA.
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FALL Chronology of Hooker Morphosequences
The major differences between the morphosequences from the Mueller and
Hooker Valleys are the presence of significantly older moraines in the Mueller forefield.
The Hooker forefield does not exhibit these old features, perhaps because they are
covered by younger morphosequences. Likewise, the youngest moraines of the Hooker
forefield have probably been eroded into Hooker lake or else have been covered by rising
lake water. The other major difference is an additional morphosequence in Mueller
forefield. Mueller Morphosequence M-D falls between Hooker Morphosequences H-B
and H-C. Each glacial valley has a different geometry, so it is not surprising that the
morphosequences are not identical.
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The main test for the consistency of the FALL method is to determine whether the
lichen dates from each of the sites are consistent with the relative positions of the
morphosequences. In general, the two data sets are consistent. The largest means (and
therefore dates) are located on the outer moraines, whereas the smallest means (and
therefore youngest dates) are from the innermost moraine of the Hooker forefield (Figs.
49-53).

Unfiltered FALL Chronology of Hooker Morphosequences
The unfiltered FALL chronology (Figs. 50 and 51; Table B l ) does not distinguish
Morphosequence H-A from Morphosequence H-B. Site ages range from the early AD
1700s to the AD 1780s for the moraine belt in Morphosequence H-A. The moraine ridges
in the Frontal and South-Eastern areas of Morphosequence H-A have reasonably

consistent ages of about AD 1759 to AD 1769 (means = 40.7 to 39.1 mm). The Frontal
area moraine complex in Morphosequence H-B has ages of AD 1765 to AD 1789 (means
= 39.8 to 36.1 mm). Hence, the ages of the moraine complexes in the two

morphosequences appear to be similar. However, Morphosequences H-A and H-B
delimit two ice-marginal positions that the Hooker termini occupied during two distinct
periods, suggested that the ages of the two morphosequences should be different. Two of
the lichen sites (H-1 and H-24) on the Frontal and Mid-Eastern areas of the
Morphosequence H-A are on lateral moraines. The H-1 lichen site has a low sample size
of 42, and the H-24 lichen site is located below an alluvial fan. It is possible that these

factors affected the lichen means at these lichen sites. The remaining locality in the
Frontal area Morphosequence H-A is the H-23 lichen site, which is located on a moraine
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fragment that has been altered by glacial outwash on all sides. Although care was taken
with sampling, it is possible that fluvial alteration led to an age that is slightly too young.

In contrast, the South-Western area of the Morphosequence H-A moraine belt is
significantly older than the Frontal and South-Eastern areas. The ages of the moraine
ridges in the belt range from AD 1637 to AD 1743 (means = 59.5 to 43.1 mm). The H-31
lichen site, situated in a hollow between two moraines in the South-Western area of the
Morphosequence H-A moraine belt, has a mean of 59.5 mm, corresponding to an age of
AD 1637. The hollow of the H-31 lichen site abuts a moraine ridge on its proximal side.
This proximal ridge features the H-30 lichen site, with a mean of 43.1 mm and an age of
AD 1743. There is more than 100 years age difference between these two lichen sites,
and yet there are no intervening morphological breaks. Lichen sites H-30 and H-31 are
located on glacial features that are part of the same morphosequence. The H-31 site is
located in a moist, sheltered hollow, which possibly caused accelerated growth of the
lichens. Because of these discrepancies, the age from the H-31 site is disregarded.
The range of ages from the South-Western area of Morphosequence H-A is AD 1696 to
AD 1743 (means = 50.4 to 43.1 mm) when the H-31 site is not included. The outermost
moraine in the belt in the South-Westem area has an age of AD 1709 5 20.1 (mean =
48.4 k 3.1), the next proximal ridges sampled have ages of AD 1725 & 20.6 to AD 1743
f 20.0 (means = 45.9 f 3.2 to 43.1 k 3.1 mm). This innermost ridge of the

Morphosequence H-A moraine belt (site H-6) has an age of AD 1696 (mean = 50.4 mm).
Such a date is anomalous, and may possibly be due to accelerated growth conditions in
the transect sampled on the ridge. The H-6 site is disregarded. The ridges in the SouthWestern area of the Morphosequence H-A get progressively smaller in the proximal
direction, and were deposited primarily between AD 1724 to AD 1759 (means = 48.4 to
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43.1 mm). In the South-Westem area of the Hooker forefield, a lichenometric distinction
can be made between the moraine belts of Morphosequence H-A and Morphosequence
H-B. Morphosequence H-A was deposited about AD 1709 to AD 1743 (means = 48.4 to
43.1 mm), and Morphosequence H-B was dated at AD 1765 to AD 1805 (means = 39.8
to 36.1 mm).
Morphosequence H-B is distinguishable from Morphosequence H-C in the
Frontal area of the Hooker forefield. The moraine belt of Morphosequence H-C was
deposited around AD 1910 (means = 17.7 mm). There are several young ages (e.g. AD
1932 and AD 1940) in the Frontal area and South-Eastern and North-Eastern areas of
Morphosequence H-C. The ridges these lichen sites are located on are unstable and
exposed to the wind and sun (sites H-14, H-18, H-25, and H-26).
The sites on the lateral moraine ridges in the North-Eastem area date to the mid
AD 1800s, and do not seem to correspond to either Morphosequence H-A or H-B. It is
possible that these moraine ridges are part of a different morphosequence not
distinguishable in the Hooker forefield.

Filtered FALL Chronology of Hooker Morphosequences Using ANOVA Tests
The filtered FALL chronology is similar to the unfiltered FALL chronology (Figs.
52, 53, Table B 1). Morphosequence H-A is only distinguishable from Morphosequence
H-B in the South-Western area. Morphosequence H-A in the South-Westem area ranges
in age from AD 1709 to AD 1743 (means =48.4 to 43.1 mm).

The moraine belt of Morphosequence H-B was deposited between AD 1735 and

AD 1764 (means = 44.4 and 39.3 mm). Morphosequence H-B is distinguishable from
Morphosequence H-C in the filtered data from the FALL method. The moraine belt of
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Morphosequence H-C was deposited between AD 1860 and AD 1899 (means = 25.3 and
19.4 mm).

Gumbel Chronology of Hooker Morphoseauences
The FALL chronology was based on the FALL means from sites in the Hooker
forefield. As the FALL and Gumbel means are almost identical, the FALL chronology is
virtually the same as the Gumbel chronology, varying by only 0.15 to 0.2 mm. Therefore,
the description of the FALL chronologies given above for the Hooker forefield (both
filtered and unfiltered) can be applied to the Gumbel chronologies (both filtered and
un fi 1tered).
The unfiltered Gumbel means for Morphosequence H-A from the moraine belt in
the South-Western area are between 48.7 and 43.4 mm (Fig. 54; Table B2). The Gumbel
means from the moraine belt in the Frontal area of Morphosequence H-B are between
36.3 and 40.03 mm. The moraine belt of Morphosequence H-C has Gumbel means
between 22.97 and 17.81.
The filtered Gumbel means for moraine belt of Morphosequence H-A in the
South-Westem area are between 48.7 and 43.4 mm (Fig. 55; Table B2). The moraine belt
of Morphosequence H-B has filtered Gumbel means between 46.0 and 39.6 mm. The

moraine belt of Morphosequence H-C has means between 19.5 and 25.6 mm.
The lichenometry results from the Hooker forefield are summarized in Table 7.
Figure 57 illustrates the oscillations of Hooker Glacier during the main phase of the LIA,
derived from the lichen chronology and the geographic position of the mapped
morphosequences.
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Table 7. Ages and means from lichenometry of the morphosequences in the Hooker
forefield. The filtered FALL and Gumbel chronologies (highlighted in bold) are
considered to be the best estimates of lichen means and ages for each morphosequence.
The ages of the morphosequences were determined using the FALL means, together with
the growth curve of Bull and Brandon (1998).
Flitered
FALL mean
Diameter
(mm)

Morphos
equence

FALL Mean
Diameter
(mm)

FALL Age
(Years A.D.)

H-A
H-B
H-C

48.4-43.1
363-39.8
14.4-21.8

1709-1742 48.4-43.1
1765-1789 39.3-39.8
1883-1932 19.4-25.3

Filter FALL
Age (Years,
A.D.)

Gumbel Mean
Diameter
(mm)

1709-1743
1765-1768
1860-1899

43.4-48.7
36.3-40.0
17.8-22.0

Filtered
Gumbel Mean
Diameter

Figure 57. Oscillations of the Hooker Glacier terminus during the main phase of the LIA.
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Comparison of Mueller and Hooker Morphosequence Chronologies
The Morphosequence H-A matches up well with the outer ridge of the
Morphosequence M-B moraine belt (Table 8). Morphosequence H-B has similar ages to
the innermost moraine of Morphosequence M-B. Morphosequence H-C corresponds to
Morphosequences M-E and M-F. The Mueller forefield has three additional
morphosequences that are not present in the Hooker forefield. Hooker Glacier is in a
valley with a morphology different from that of Mueller Valley, so small variations were
expected. However, there is a good overall match between the glacial advances recorded
by the moraine belts in the Mueller and Hooker forefields. Both glaciers advanced
between the mid- to late AD 1700s and the early AD 1800s, and again in the AD 1890s.
Mueller Glacier also expanded during the mid- AD 1800s. This advance may be recorded
in the moraine ridges of the North-Eastern area of Hooker forefield. Lichen samples from
additional moraine ridges are needed to determine if there was a Hooker advance during
the mid-AD 1800s.
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Table 8. Comparison of the ages and means from lichenometry of equivalent
morphosequences from the Mueller and Hooker forefields. The ages are based on the
filtered FALL means and the filtered Gumbel means. The ages of the morphosequences
were determined using the FALL means, together with the growth curve of Bull and
Brandon (1998).
Mueller
Morphosequences
M-A
M-B - distal
ridge
M-B -proximal
ridge
M-C
M-D
M-E and M-F

Filtered FALL
Age (Years,
A.D.)
-

Filtered
Gumbel
Mean
(mm)

Hooker
Morphosequence

-

Filtered
Filtered
FALL Age
Gumbel
(Years, A.D.) Mean (mm)
-

-

1743-1745

43 .O-43.4

H-A

1709-1743

43.4-48.7

1761-1793

33.5-40.6

H-B

1765-1768

39.6-40.0

1786-1788
1800-1856

36.5-36.7

1874-1887,
1918

23.3-21.1,
16.4

28.3-34.6
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-

-

-

-

H-C

1860-1899

19.6-25.6

VI. Discussion
The FALL chronology of morphosequences in the Mueller and Hooker forefields
shows ice advances in the mid-AD 1700s to about AD 1800, and again in the mid-to late
1800s. These dates fall within the main phase of the LIA as documented in the Swiss
Alps, implying at least a near-synchronous LIA signal between the Southern Alps in New
Zealand and the Swiss Alps in Europe. The filtered FALL chronology agrees with the
results of earlier lichenometry investigations by Burrows (1973), as well as with a treering chronology constructed by Lawrence and Lawrence (1965) for the Mueller and
Hooker forefields. There is no agreement with the weathering-rind analyses done by
Gellatly (1984).
Burrows (1973) concluded that the most significant advances of Mueller Glacier
occurred between AD 1700 and AD 1890, the FALL results from this study. Using the
single largest lichen diameter method, Burrows (1973) concluded that the moraine belt of
Morphosequence M-B in the Central Arm of the Memorial area was deposited in AD
1750. The filtered FALL chronology placed the outer ridge of this moraine belt between
AD 1743 and AD 1745. Burrows (1973) also dated a small moraine hillock that forms
part of the innermost moraine ridge of Morphosequence M-C to AD 1790. The filtered
FALL chronology indicate that this hillock was deposited about AD 1785. Overall, there
is strong agreement between the results of the two lichenometry studies.
Using tree-ring analysis, Lawrence and Lawrence (1965) found that the Mueller
Glacier terminus advanced to the outer ridge of the Sequence M-B moraine belt in the
Memorial area before AD 1761, and that the ice receded by AD 1793. The results from
the filtered FALL chronology are in accord with this conclusion. The older ages from the
outer ridge of the Sequence M-B moraine belt indicate that the glacier advanced about
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AD 1743 to AD 1745, and that the terminus remained extended until about AD 1790 to
AD 1800. These results fit well with the tree-ring chronology of Lawrence and Lawrence
(1965). On the Eastern Margin area of the Mueller Glacier forefield, Lawrence and
Lawrence (1965) concluded that the ice margin extended to the valley wall in the Eastern
Margin area from AD 1745 to AD 1785, and that retreat had occurred by AD 1804 to AD
1808. The filtered FALL chronology indicated that several moraines along the base of the
valley wall of the Eastern Margin area were deposited between AD 1746 and AD 1752,
reflecting the same advance as recorded by Lawerence and Lawrence (1965). Lawrence
and Lawrence (1965) ascertained that the innermost moraine ridge of the
Morphosequence M-C was formed by AD 1838-1839. Filtered FALL measurements
from the same sampling areas used in the tree-ring analysis of Lawrence and Lawrence
(1965) indicate that the innermost moraine was deposited around AD 1786 to AD 1788.
Here, the chronology constructed using tree-ring analysis is consistent with that for the
filtered FALL dating method.
None of the chronologies constructed in this study agrees with the weatheringrind chronologies. Using weathering-rind analysis, Gellatly (1984) considered the outer
ridge of the Morphosequence M-B moraine belt to be 2940 years old. The inner ridge of
the same moraine belt was assigned an age of 1490 years, implying that the glacier was
extended for 1500 years. My study, using the FALL method to date these same moraines,
concluded that the glacier was extended to these ridges for 50 years between AD 1743 to
AD 1790. Gellatly (1984) did not find a LIA signal in the Mueller and Hooker forefields.
Rather, almost all moraine ages determined by weathering-rind analysis for the Mueller
and Hooker forefields are significantly older than the LIA. These old dates determined
from weathering-rind analysis do not agree either with the younger ages determined from
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the lichenometric studies presented here or by Burrows (1973), or from the tree-ring
chronology of Lawrence and Lawrence (1965). I consider that the weathering-rind
chronology overestimates the true ages of the moraines, commonly by about 1000 years.
Hooker and Mueller Glaciers do not have exactly the same response time to
climate forcing. Howerver, chronologies constructed for the Hooker and Mueller
forefields are not expected to match in every detail. For example, during the first phase of
the LIA in the Swiss Alps, tree-ring chronologies, together with radiocarbon dates of
glaciers, also record a range in response times (Holzhauser and Zumbuhl, 1999b). An
advance in AD 1300 has a spread of approximately 85 years in Switzerland. During the
main phase of the LIA, historical information shows a spread in response times of Swiss
glaciers ranging from only a few years to about 30 years (Holzhauser and Zumbuhl,
1999b). Assuming moraines are not missing and all advances were recorded for both
phases of the LIA in the Swiss Alps, variation of up to 85 years is expected in glacier
response times.
The glaciers and the basin geometries are similar in the Swiss Alps and the
Southern Alps in New Zealand. Therefore, variations in response times of New Zealand
glaciers also are expected. Factors that can affect glacier response times include the
length of forcing, the snowline position on the glacier during forcing (i.e., where in the
geometry of the glacier basin), the shape of the glacier basin, and the amount of rock
cover on the glaciers. In addition, not every moraine was sampled in the lichenometry
study of Mueller and Hooker forefields. There were time constraints and not every
moraine was suitable for lichen measurement. In particular, Hooker forefield has an
incomplete lichenometry coverage. It is likely that several advances of Hooker Glacier
were missed, accounting for some of the difference between oscillations of Hooker and
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Mueller Glaciers. However, although specific details may vary, the broad agreement of
the Hooker and Mueller chronologies is striking.
The dated advances of the Hooker and Mueller Glaciers are near synchronous to
those in Swiss Glaciers for the main phase of the LIA (Figs. 58, 59). Advances registered
in the Mueller and Hooker Glacier forefields nearly correspond to advances of the Lower

Grindelwald Glacier during the mid- AD 1700's, and also during the mid- to late AD

1800's. Gorner Glacier registered an advance during the late AD 1800's, along with the
Rhone (Fig. 58) and Grosse Aletsch Glaciers. Although the advances of New Zealand
and Swiss Glaciers are not in perfect agreement, the major trends of glacier expansion
and retreat during the main phase of the LIA are evident in both areas.
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Figure 58. Comparison of oscillations of the termini of Mueller, Hooker, and Rhone
Glaciers during the main phase of the LIA. The length 0 m relates to the position of the
outermost moraine of Morphosequences M-B in the Mueller forefield and
Morphosequence H-A in the Hooker forefield. The 0 m position reflects the most
extended position of the glacier termini during the period looked at. The increasingly
negative lengths reflect the distance the glacier terminus retreated from its most extensive
position during the period considered. The vertical, black dashed lines are drawn at AD
1760 and AD 2000 for each figure.
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Figure 59. Comparison of oscillations of the termini of Mueller, Hooker, and Lower
Grindelwald Glaciers during the main phase of the LIA. The length 0 m relates to the
position of the outermost moraine of Morphosequences M-B in the Mueller forefield and
Morphosequence H-A in the Hooker forefield. The 0 m position reflects the most
extended position of the glacier termini during the period looked at. The increasingly
negative lengths reflect the distance the glacier terminus retreated from its most extensive
position during the period considered. The vertical, black dashed lines are drawn at AD
1760 and AD 2000 for each figure.
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Porter (1975) calculated a 140 m snowline depression for the LIA advances of
several small glaciers in the central region of the Southern Alps of New Zealand. As the
moraines of Morphosequences M-B through M-F, and H-A through H-B were deposited
during the main phase of the LIA, a 140 m snowline depression can be associated with
that time period. This corresponds to a drop in temperature of less than 1 "C during the
LIA, assuming that the effects of changing precipitation were not important (Porter,
1975). Maisch (1999) calculated a snowline lowering of 90 m and a 0.5-0.7 "C

temperature depression in the Swiss Alps. Thus the snowline depression in New Zealand
and Switzerland were nearly identical during the main phase of the LIA.
The early phase of the LIA was not detected in the Mueller and Hooker forefields,
but without a tree-ring chronology coupled with radiocarbon dates such as in the Swiss
Alps of Europe, this is not surprising. The early phase of the LIA in New Zealand likely
was not as large in magnitude as during the main phase of the LIA. The glacier advances
during main phase of the LIA probably destroyed almost all evidence of earlier advances
during the LIA, covering over any deposits.
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VII. Conclusions

The main phase of the LIA signal is nearly synchronous between the North Atlantic
region in the Northern Hemisphere and the temperate latitudes of the South Pacific
sector of the Southern Hemisphere. The LIA signal in the Southern Alps of New
Zealand closely parallels the main phase of the LIA in the North Atlantic region. The
beginning of the collapse of the New Zealand glaciers is approximately synchronous
with that of the Swiss glaciers.

The response of the New Zealand glaciers was of a similar magnitude to that of the
Swiss glaciers during the LIA. The similarity in the geometry of the glacial
sedimentary basins and the equivalent drop in snowline elevation during the main
phase of the LIA suggest comparable atmospheric forcing of glaciers systems in the
two different regions.

The LIA snowline lowering represents at least a near-global climate signal that must
have been transferred through the atmosphere in order for the LIA to occur
simultaneously on opposite sides of the planet. There is no interhemispheric seesaw
of thermohaline circulation between the Northern Hemisphere, and at least 45"s
latitude (Broecker, 1998), during the main phase of the LIA.
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Appendix A: Mueller Lichenometry Results
Table A . l FALL means and ages of sites in the Mueller Glacier forefield. Use <1848 for
all ages younger than AD 1848. Use >1848 for all ages older than AD 1848 (Bull and
Brandon, 1998). Bull and Brandon's (1998) growth curve was used to calculate all ages.
The table includes the unaltered data sets for each site as well as the split data sets from
the ANOVA tests. F indicates the specific site used for the filtered FALL distribution.
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The letters in the Site name indicate which aspects and operators are included in the data set for that site.
The unaltered data sets for each site only have the site number - e.g. M34. H=Hooker Site, N= north, E =
east, T=top, S = south, W = west, J= Jessica, C = Colby, K= Katie, T=Tom, A=Adam.
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Table A.2 Gumbel means of sites in the Mueller Glacier forefield. The correlation
coefficients for each site was calculated to determine if the data set fit the Gumbel
Distribution, * indicates the site does not fit the distribution. F indicates the specific site
used for the filtered Gumbel distribution.
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The letters in the Site name indicate which aspects and operators are included in the data set for that site.
The unaltered data sets for each site only have the site number - e.g. M34. H=Hooker Site, N= north, E =
east, T=top, S = south, W = west, J= Jessica, C = Colby, K= Katie, T=Tom, A=Adam.
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Appendix B: Hooker Lichenometry Results
Table B.l FALL means and ages of sites in the Hooker Glacier forefield. Use 4 8 4 8 for
all ages younger than AD 1848. Use >1848 for all ages older than AD 1848 (Bull and
Brandon, 1998). Bull and Brandon's (1998) growth curve was used to calculate all ages.
The table includes the unaltered data sets for each site as well as the split data sets from
the ANOVA tests. F indicates the specific site used for the filtered FALL distribution.

.---------Hl9SJ

Hl9KST
H20
H21

14.5
33.9
31.1
15.9

0.9
2.6
1.9
1.0

34
28
100
100

1931
1803
1821
1922
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5.6
17.1
12.4
6.8

1930
1803
1821
1921

5.5
16.8 F
12.2 F
6.6

H30
H31

43.1
59.5

3.1
3.1

100
100

1742
1633

20.3
20.5

1743
1637

20.01F
20.21F

The letters in the Site name indicate which aspects and operators are included in the data set for that site.
The unaltered data sets for each site only have the site number - e.g. M34. H=Hooker Site, N= north, E =
east, T=top, S = south, W = west, J= Jessica, C = Colby, K= Katie, T=Tom, A=Adam.
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Table B.2 Gumbel means of sites in the Mueller Glacier forefield. The correlation
coefficients for each site was calculated to determine if the data set fit the Gumbel
Distribution, * indicates the site does not fit the distribution. F indicates the specific site
used for the filtered Gumbel distribution.

L

H-20
H-21

31.3
16.0

16.91
6.81

0.9891 1001Y
0.9851 1001N
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I

IY

IF

I I

The letters in the Site name indicate which aspects and operators are included in the data set for that site.
The unaltered data sets for each site only have the site number - e.g. M34. H=Hooker Site, N= north, E =
east, T=top, S = south, W = west, J= Jessica, C = Colby, K= Katie, T=Tom, A=Adam.
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Appendix E: S-Plus Script for Mulitmodal Normal Distributions
comp < - 5
diameter < - WHF.TomDiams
n < - nrow(diameter)
data < - cbind(diameter,floor(runif(n, 1, (comp + 0.999))))
dimnames(data)[ [2]] < - c("X","comp")
AIC.Old < - 0
i <- 0
repeat C
unstack < - menuUnstackColumns(target = unstack, target.col.spec =
list("<ENDz"),source = data, source.col.spec = list("X"), type =
"Group Column", group = "comp"
means<-menuDescribe (unstack)[c( 3 , 9 , 7 ) , I
comp < - ncol(means)
p < - matrix(O,n,comp)
for(j in 1:comp) p[,j] < - dnorm(data[,l],means[l,jl,means[2,jl)
p.max < - t(apply(p,l,order))
data[,2l~-p.max[,compl
den i-t(apply(p,l,sort))[,compl
loglike < - log(prod(den))
AIC < - loglike - 2*comp + 1
BIC < - loglike - (2*comp + l)*log(n)/2
remove (c( "unstack" ) )
i < - i + l
if (i > 20 I I abs(A1C - AIC.old) < 0.01)
break
AIC.Old < - AIC

1
comprop < - means[3,]/n
weightmean < - sum(comprop*means[l,1)
weightsd < - sqrt(sum((~omprop*means[2,])~2))
1ist ( A1C =A1C , B 1C = B IC , i = i , Comp We ights =comprop , Means =means,
"WeightAve"=weightmean,"WeightSD"=weightsd)
It

It

Is

I'

'I

'I

'I

'I
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